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·Prof rejects nuke duDlp 
By .Peter A. Katz · 
New Hampshire is one of 
twelve states being considered 
by the Department of Energy 
(DOE) as a place to clump 
nuclear waste. According to 
state geologist and UNH pro-
. fessor Eugene .Boudette it is an 
extremely hazardous -proposi-
tion. 
The DOE is looking at sights 
that contain crystalline rocks-
"those rocks characterized by 
inter-locking grains," said 
Boudette. Specifically_, they are 
looking for. granite deposits, 
because "granite is strong and 
it can support great excava-
ti(rns," said Boudette. 
The proposed site in Hills-
borough, New Hampshire is bad 
for many reasons, according to 
Boudette. He worked with 20 
_aSS()C~ates _ frofl1 UNH, Dart~, 
mouth College a·nd the private 
~ector in_ formula-ting this opin-
ion . .Their draft reply, which was 
initiated by Governor Sununu, 
was hastily submitted on April 
·19 a'fter having c;rnly three 
months of time available. 
"Most of the granite is wet 
from the ground water. The 
water table is also close to the 
surface," said Boudette. · 
The water could corrode the 
cann-isters used t<.) store the 
waste. 
"If the plurnnium deposits 
get loose, ic will get into the 
drinking water, then into the 
ocean. At that time, it is out of 
concr9l," ~aid Boudette. 
Het aJso said Hillsborough 
was a: bad choice because "it is 
a hig~ly populated part of the 
wdi)&'c'. .. The West would be a 
b~ttel1,. c~oice because i-t is d,ry 
and less· populated_, Boudette 
said. However, he added, "the 
first repository is already in the 
West and contains military 
atomk waste." 
· -Another fear of Boudette is 
what will happen to the nuclear · 
waste after 'it has been deposited 
in the earth for 50 years. This 
is an arbitrary number, accord-
ing to Boudette, but up to that 
time the waste, which is encased 
in canisters, is "monitored by 
close-circuit TV in caverns 2000 
feet deep. During this time the 
depository is constantly de-
watered." 
"After 50 years, anything can 
be done to them," said Boudette, · 
'.'they co.ula move them or re~ 
use them as a retrievable re-
source, but hopefully not to 
DUMP, page 7 
Mel King attacks apartheid 
By David Olson 
Apartheid in South Africa is 
not a proble1n of -racism-it is 
a problem of economic~, accord-
ing to Mel King . . 
King spe11t ten years as a 
Massachusetts state represen- · 
tative. In 198.1 he campaigned 
unsuccessfully for mayor of the 
city of Bt1ston. He is currently 
campaigning for th~ seat in the 
House of Representatives that 
will be vacated by House Speak-
er Thomas P. 'Tip' O'Neill. 
King spoke to about 75 peo-
ple in rhe Strafford Room of the 
MUB las t"'night. His pr·esenta-
tion was sponsored by the 
student organization People for 
a Free South Afric;a. 
"We musCunderstand that 
the iss\le in the U.S. and South. 
Africa ·is ;n'ot about race," King 
said. · -. 
"The issue is money,·· he said, 
"with the end result being · 
slavery." 
There are two kinds of slav-
ery, according to King. "The 
first is the one everyone reads 
about where people who are 
ensi'aved understand their con-
djtion and work to get out of 
it. The second ' kind includes 
those who would enslave others. · 
They are slaves to greed." 
King added that "In the U.S. 
there is a structural relationship 
. that denies full participation, 
'.then uses r'ace as a way of 
denying participation. Then, 
in our dealings with So.urh 
Africa, we are not as hard on 
them as we are supposed to be." 
By poir;iting to the racial 
problems in the U.S., South 
African President P.W. Botha 
"called our hand," King said. 
"The use of race becomes a · 
vehicle~ for pe.rpetuating the 
retention of _power." 
According to King, the U.S. 
government favors the present 
situation in South Africa for 
economic reasons. He said "un-
der Reagan's destructive en-
gagement, it ( the U.S. economy) 
needs markets, it needs gold, 
KING, page 10 
Mel. King, contender for House Speaker Tip' O'Neill.'s seat, addressed an audience in the 
MUB yesterday on South African apartheid and racism in the United States. (Cindy Rich 
photo) 
\ 
The UNH Theatre Com-
pany will be presenting 
"Joseph and the Amazing 
Technicolor Dreamcoat" 
starting next month. See 
story page 17. 
I . 
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UNH .Professor E~ge_ne ,B91:1-dette, whofals<:> serves as a, st~te 
geologist', is highly' c~hicat' of th~ pr~posal to pl~ce n_uclear 
waste cl.umps .in the,Gi:a:ni~~State. ,(Ci·nqy .Rich photo) · 
Student ·· Senate 
approves srtackbar 
By Bryan Alexander 
The student senate approved 
a bill proposed by a dining 
-service committee to build _a 
snack bar facility in the bottom 
of Stillings Hall. : 
. The senate agreed to this bill 
only after insisting on aft ad--
ditional rider which de.riiands 
that Dining Services look into 
alternative dining methods and . 
write up a report on these · 
methods for the senate. 
The report, which is due to 
the ·senate by November 1, will 
focus on the feasibility of a point 
system dining plan, said S~udent 
Body Vice-PresidentJeff Foy, 
who proposed this amendment. 
The University. presently 
employs a charge per meal 
system where students can 
choose to ·pay for a Certain 
number of meals per week. If 
the student takes a 19 meal plan 
he/she does not pay for 19 
meals, explained Foy. Instead 
the administration takes missed 
meals into account, so the 
student pays for 14. 
· t Foy claimed to be disturbed 
by the idea · that. many students 
do not even eat that many meals 
· and that the appetite varies 
greatly between, students. He 
pointed to football players as 
an example, who he stated 
usually consume far rpore than 
the avera-ge student. 
The poin,t system would rec-
tify these problems, said Foy. 
Here food items would be given 
. a value in points and students 
would be · allotted a certain 
number of points in the begin-
ning of the-year depending oh 
how much money they spent 
"You get what you pay for 
(with the point system)," he · 
said. 
"Students are not getting 
what · they pay for with this 
dining plan," added Senator Jirri 
Griffith; "As student senators 
we ~,hould demand what "'y/e pay 
•for. 
This system is already 
planned for the snack bar, w~ere 
students can help themselves 
to an ~rray of dining hall alter-
natives, but several senators 
wish to see this system used in 
all dining services. 
Several universities and col-
leges throughout the country, 
namely Duke and Boston Col-
lege, use the poin! system for 
all these systems, pointed out 
President-Elect Jay Ablondi. 
The addition of this amend-
ment to the bill was a "political 
move" according to Foy. He said 
the rider would force Dining 
Services to take a look at the 
point system before they bu1lt 
.the ~mack baE:. 
"It will force them to do a 
· report, not wait five years," 
agreed student body president 
Deanne Ethier. "It's just to get 
things going, everything moves 
so slowly otherwise." . 
Dining ·services Director, 
Ingeborg Lock, said a point 
system dining plan was "inter-
esting" and was worth explor-
ing, but added what is good for 
some schools is not necessarily 
-SENATE, page 12 
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Stearns keeps NA'S 
blood supply flowing 
By Margaret .Consalvi down at the ta ble , and one of 
The white Red Cross emblem the inmates said grace: ''We all 
on the doors of the red Nova want to thank God for American 
· distinguishes the car from any Red Cross." 
other. In a similar way, the Red_ "I was so proud,"1Mrs. Stearns 
Cross organization has given said, her eyes misting at the 
the car's owner, Jarry Stearns, recollection. 
a special i~entity. M1;s. Stearns' war-time vo-
"It gives meaning to my life," lunteer work continued for three 
said Mrs. Stearns, a Rqute 108 years, until she married and 
resident whose unfla-gging de- i resigned her volunteer post. She 
votion to the ' organization has . and her husband moved to 
spanned more than three de- 1Dover and then to Durham, 
cades. where they settled wit.h their 
Although .Mrs. Stearns shies · two children. 
away from the word "blood," It wasn't until 1951 that she 
she has, for the past 33 years, again became involved with the 
donated_ her time and her red Red Cross. State Red Cross 
car to org~nizing blood drives - Chairman Edward R. Stearn (no 
and promoting the American relation) called her one day and 
Red Cross. - . asked her to round µp some 
'TU continue· until I can't do volunteers for a blood drive the 
it any more," she satd during fledgling organization was spon-
Jarry Stearns, director of the Durham Red Cross blood drive program, confering with nurse · 
Oottie Young. Stearns is busy at UNH again this week with the current Blood drive. (Nancy 
a recent interview at her com- soring. Bragdon photo) · 
fortable Victorian home. "But T~e rest, as · they say, is . that the· night he was admitted, 
_I hate the word blood, it's not history. She has been organizing she couldn't get a private nurse 
a pretty word. I try to substitute blood driyes and doing public _ to stay with him, so she herself 
with words such as gift, unit or relations for the agency ever sat up with him all night. She 
the miracle within you." since, faithfully putting in as visited him every day thereafter 
The color of blood, on the many as 70 hours a week. . until he died. _ · 
other hand, has a special sig- Mrs. Stearns' dedication was Mrs . Stearns li.as seen a lot 
nific;ance for her. 'Tm n·ot publiclycitedinJune1974,when ofchangeswithintheRedCross 
' superstitious, but I learned to she was . presented with the o~ganization. When she started 
drive on a red Nova and I've Granite State Award for out- in the early '50s, the staff nurses 
always had good luck with standing public service. The wore white uniforms and white 
Nova~. I want a red one." granite brick now shares the caps with red crosses on them. 
Burgundy or rust won't do. "It fireplace mantel in her living But then things became more 
has to be red." "- room with a stuffed leopard. informal. First it was the hats-
Mrs. Stearns sits behind her At one point 16 years ago, they weren't being worn. Then 
well-ordered '"desk," actually when Mrs. Stearns' aged father it was the curtains in the volun- · 
a T.V. tray, her fragile 5'4" moved in with her family, she teer facilities-they were 
frame enca_sed in a wing-backed thought of giving up her work, dispensed with. Initially Mrs. 
· Victorian chair. Various papers · then decided not to. , Stearns wasn't sure the new 1, 
are spread before her, suggest- Two months later, her hus- 'attitude was a good idea. 
ing the dil'igent work of a ·v band- :Bitl died; ·and she was· glad 1 ~ ;,'. "I walked in .cine day an'd they 
student. she had stayed on. "Things ( the curtains) were gone. I 
One can imagine she applied happen for a reason," she ob- ----- thought, what will happen? But 
t-he same energy to her work served. it made things less medical. 
when she was a student years Her thin face becomes drawn Donors could see what was 
ago, majoring in Latin and as she remembers the death of going on. The process was no 
minoring in sociology at the her husband, who was sports longer hidden behind the cur-
.University of Minnesqta and editor at Foster's Daily Demo- tains." 
then earning a master's degree crat for many years and later Now, attending nurses don't 
in retail and· arts from New · worked at Yankee Greyhound have to wear uniforms at all, 
York University. ' · race track in Seabr_ook. and the antiquated high flat beds 
Now, the Red Cross is- the Chain-smoking cigarettes as for donors have been replaced 
beneficiary of that single- ske speak-i, Mrs. Stearns recalls by lounge chairs. "This makes 
minded fervor. · . how li_er Red Cross activities things more homey," Mrs 
Mrs. Stearns beca~e involved helped _ fill the tremenclous void Stearns said approvingly. 
with the R_ed Cross during · · , in her life. "T-~o days after Bill At the same time as the 
World War II_. Anxious to ·assist died_ I enrollecj.il? driver's ed- ambiance of a blood drawing has 
in the war effort, she signed up ucat10n. I needed tt for my Red become more friendly, the proce-
as an aide in a prison ward for Cross responsibilities." · dure for collecting blood has 
officers charged ;,, ith being Her ·father -continued to need become more organized, she 
absent-without-leave. a lot of-care, and Mrs. Stearns noted. · 
One year the officers, to show divided her time between the Prospective donors _register, 
their grat itude for her work, Red Cross and her fami!y. answer -a battery of questions 
invited her to a gala Christmas As · her father's condition about their medical history, have 
dinner, with two inmates serv- worsened, Mrs. Stearns was their blood pressure and. iron 
·ing as :w-aiters, towels draped faced with putting him in a count taken. "It ' s like minor 
over their arms. The group sat .. -nursing home. She remembers physical," Mrs. Stearns said. 
NEWS· IN BRIEF 
Gorbachev says_ 
parley possible . Celtics steal 
Jordan's show 
If donors haven't eaten, they Mrs.' Stearns gave the boy an 
are given a light lunch. extra pin and bought a valentine 
After the drawing, the donors card to send to the girl, explain-
can snc1ck at a makeshift ·can- ing what her boyfriend had 
teen. "They sit around and talk. done. 
It's like a party," she said. "It keeps ~e goi'ng to think 
The blood is put in .heavily peopk are so good," Mrs. 
insulated boxes and transported Stearns said. "The people may 
to a Red Cross center to be tested look different (from each other), 
for type and 20 to 30 different but they're all" terrific." She 
blood diseases, such as hepatitis. sends a thank you card to every 
After it has been cleared, it is donor. 
sent to hospitals. · . ' . Mrs. Stearns recalls another 
· Often in the summer Mrs . instance when she was driving 
Stearns' two young granddaugh- home from a blood drive in 
ters from New Jersey accom- Somersworth. It was a dreary, 
pany her to a blood drawing. depressirig day, but as a Red 
They already have acquired a Cross truck carrying blood drove 
speciaJ:_feeling for the Red·Cr<?ss,-$. _ past, her ~pirits lifted. 
One day as the older girl-;· The drives don't always pro-
about i2;· was riding home with duce the amount of blood hoped 
Mrs . . Stearns, the youngster foL Recently, despite the gener-
remarked that the people at the osity of faithful donors, blood 
center were all so wonderful. supplies have been dropping. 
'.'It was like looking at my- "We need new ideas and new 
self," the proud grandmother · donors," said Mrs. Stearns. She 
said. "She caught the spirit. It's urged that anyone with any 
like the love bug .biting you." · qeative suggestions contact her. 
That loving feeling affects "l_t's not new and exciting 
donors as well as workers. anymore: We've had so many 
"One Valentine's bay we blood drives." 
adverttsed m the University of She also speculated that the 
New Hampshire's school pap- economy is a major factor in the 
.er," Mrs. Stearns remembered. downturn; people are. busier 
"We wrote: 'Give · blood· for · now because they have more 
someone you love.'" money for leisure activities. 
"One boy walked in and said 'Tm not sure if AIDS (Ac-
he wanted to give blood to quired Immune Deficiency Syn-
someone and was given the drome) has scared some people 
necessary form to fill out. When away," she said. · 
he reached the ·question, what Mrs. Stearns stressed that 
hospital is the patient in, he said AIDS cannot be acquired by 
none. I then asked the date she giving blood. Each needle is 
would be going in, he said she packaged in a sterilized package· 
isn't. Why are you giving her and after use is put in a special 
blood_ if she doesn't need it? He container and then disposed of. 
answered, because I love her." "Without cooperation we 
won't get far," she said. 
Correction--
Th e Soviet l·eader Mikhail S. C(irbachev said 
Su~day that a Soviet-American summit meetinh 
is still a possibility despite strains caused by th e 
1
' American bombing of Libya, and if the Reagan 
Administration alter~d a foreign policy course he 
said was poisoning the international atmosphere. 
· Gorbachev told journalists during his visit to 
Potsdam, East Germany, that the Soviet U_nion 
wants to take serious steps to safeguard peace and 
it is ready to cooperate w1th the United States, 
Michael Jordan ·of the Chicago Bulls became the 
only man in the history of the NBA play-offs to 
score 63 points in a single game, beating Elgin 
. Baylor's 1962 .record of 61. 
In the last issue, Friday April 18, the story entitled 
"Theta Chi Pledges face theft charges," incorrectly 
identified one of the suspects as TJ:iomas J Fyrer. 
Owing to a clerical error at the Durham District 
c;ourt , Fyrer's name was substi.tuted for Wendell 
Orton, a resident of Congreve . 
_ Meanwhile, in Washington, the White House 
· issued a statement saying Reagan took "seriously" 
- -the commitment he and Gorbachev made in-Geneva 
to meet again this year in Washington and next 
t year in Moscow. · 
Unfortunately for Jordan, the Celtics' Green 
Machine denied him the swe~t taste of victory, 
beating the Bulls in double ov_ertime on Sunday 
at the Boston Garden by a score of 135_·131. The 
Celtics lead the best-of-five series 2-0. 
Jordan played for 53 minutes, was 22 of 41 from 
the field, 19 of 21 from the line, made 6 assists, 
and accomplished 3 steals on his way to his 63 points.1 
'I 
Fyrer ·is facing theft charges for allegedly taking 
a construction sign in a separate incident on April 
12. 
The New_ Hampshire apologizes for any emba-• 
rassment caused to Thomas Fyrer through this ~nor. 
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Kari-vans for -use 
in S~abrOok .plans 
By David Olson response plan. UNH buses are 
Kari-Van buses will be used part o.f that plan," he said. 
for evacuation purposes in the The Kari-Van buses will not 
event of . an accident at the be the only buses used in the 
Seabrook Nuclear power plant, evacuation, according to Roy. 
according to Raymond Roy, Bus "Over 5'00 buses from around 
Services supervisor. · the state will be used. Kari.:.Van 
The first reactor at Seabrook will only be a part of the 
is due to go on line in hi.1te July evacuation;" 
or early August of.this year. · According to Jollimore, "The 
·· Kenneth Jollimore of th'e UNH buses would be involved 
· New Hampshire _department - in two communities." . 
of civil defense said seven Kari- Roy said "The ·buses might 
· Van buses would be used in the go to Greenland and Newfields 
· event of an emergency requiring and ·rake people to Rochester." 
the evacuation of' citizens from He said the buses would be 
the surrounding co·qimunities. driven by s:rudents or "whomev-
According toJollimore, "The er was avail.able. I don't know 
state of New Hampshire. ap- ~ho would drive tHem during 
proached the University about the summer when no one is 
using the buses." He said he · ".around. It might be the National 
thought "UNH shou.Id let the . Guard." · . 
state use the buses . It seems Durham is also -~ secondary 
appr9priate. After all it (UNH) host. community, according to 
i& a, New Bampshire facility." , Jollimore. "If Dover overflows, 
In the event of an emergency, for example, we would then 
"We are under mandate to _ start sending people to Durham 
. create a radiological emergency for a place to stay." · 
)VUNH disc jockey, John Pendergast, at the controls in the University's radio st~tion. The 
MUB-based station raised nearly $11,000 in its recent fund drive. (Cindy· Rich photo) 
. , . 
WUNH sets marathon record 
· By Sonya Belknap WUNH. The station exceeded station..quality. 
Bee Gees till you break, Prince their $9500 goal by raising "The_D.J.'s wei,-e positive agg 
till you pay, disco till you donate. nearly $10,800. The marathon , everyone at the st·a.tion was 
WUNH-FM began their annual begap with the specialty sµows psyched," said Klett. 
fundraising marathon April 14, .aQ.d coptinued throughout the "Each D.J. that came on had 
cajoling their list_eners into week with disc jockeys prom- · a different idea to raise money-
donating money by putting their oting the event. . .. they were blunt, apd some·4sed 
reputation on the line playing The marathon, according· to shock tactics" said Gail O'L_eary, 
ri'early everything but the "al- Klett, "was a true indication of associate technical engineer. 
ternative" music they're known the amount of suppoi;t we have Such tactics included .. playing 
for. · - in the seacoast area." The money Falco's "Rock Me Amadeus" on 
. The week-long marathon raised will be spent on new the classical specialty show. 
\' :, "wa~ fh~, ?,~St ~,qd ?.1?~L~~fC~S~- eq~itment,, f~':0~1~~.t rna,~rs of : .:·:r~e, __ p}:i9p ~s :~~r~ ,Kr.~3: t, fqo;" 
ful ev~X,rv•, accordrng to Julie · ~x1,s5.1,ng equipment, and other .. . . ~ 
Coast's buses would be called upon to evacuate residents in 
the event of an emergency at the Seabrook Nuclear power plant. 
(Ronit Larone photo) _ · · · 
STVN's assets 
frozen by-SAFC 
By Jessica Wilson 
The Student Television Net-
work's (STVN) current assets 
have been frozen by the Student 
Activity Fee Council (SAFC) 
because of alleged failure to 
follow proper bookkeeping prac-
tices. 
Altµough STVN may con-
tinue using its equipment, the · 
organization is not allowed to 
purchase any more equipment 
until its assets are unfrozen. -
Tµe assets will remain frozen 
at least until the end of the year, 
said MUSO Business Manager 
and SAFC member Jeff Knie-
riem. "It's not that. we don't 
want them to produce," he said. 
"If they got a business ipanager, 
and started checking their 
books, we would unfreeze their 
assets.'' · ' 
STVN does not have a bus-
iness manager. Senate funded 
organizations are required to 
check their account books fre-
quently, but STVN has not 
· checked theirs for months, 
according to future SAFC bus~ 
. iness manager Jim Griffith. 
!:uncled groups are also re:.. 
quired to come to budget meet-
ings, and STVN has onfy come' 
to one, he said. 
: Each year organizations seek-
i.ng Student Activity Fee (SAF) 
fun~ing must submit a : ·con- · 
cept" for the coming fiscal year. 
The concept must contain a • 
bhieprint for the year, explain 
what the organization 'is going 
to do, and how other students 
on campus will benefit from ir: 
The concept is then reviewed 
by SAFC which is made up of 
17 students. According to Grif-
fith, this year STVN' s proposal 
was unanimously shot down. 
STVN also had its budget 
rejected py the senate this year, 
following heated criticism of 
its performance and its concept. 
For two years the senate has 
suggested that STVN broadcasts 
'STVN, page 8 
,Klett,, .prog.tam.: cf irector at i 1.!';1ecessar-y, ,hems ~t(i) i im prove , ~ ~U~f:1,.,.Pi;ig~ Jp ;; ,, ; , :,,, . 
Cows exercising in the pa_ddock _outside the o_ld cow barns .. Wo.rk on the building of new 
barns ~as supposed to begrn last summer, but has been postponed until this summer. {Cindy 
Rich photo) ·· 
UNH cows await new home 
By Jennifer Hightower . . , · 1 
UNH cows are still waiting 
for their new.home. 
Construction on the new 
' agricultural complex slated for 
construction last summer will 
now begin this summer, accord-
ing to DL Charles Schwab, 
professor of animal scier:ices and 
the faculty member iri charge 
of the project. · 
Schwab said the two-barn 
cor,nplex is being built betweeri 
the old cow barns and Route 4 
as a teaching and research 
complex to provide up-to-date 
instruction for dairy majors. In 
addition, it will update and 
modernize the present facilities 
which were built in 1932, said 
· Schwab. 
"We actually started to desigp 
the complex in January of 1985. 
We didn't realize it would take 
over a year to design and final-
ize," said Schwab. 
The delay caused a "setback 
. on the year in terms of impli-
mentation of our teaching pro-
gram as we envisioned it. There 
was a delay also in the use of 
animals for the research pro-
gram,'1 said Schwab. · 
Schwab said he is presently 
- working with engineers and two 
architecrs·to complete plans for 
the complex. The bids for 
builder and g'eneral contract.or 
are due in May. "Once we know 
'that, we can set a .date for 
construction to begin," he said. 
The UNH Board of Trustees 
allocated The I)epartrrient of 
· BARNS, page 10 
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NEW COURSE FAtL 1986 
· A LOOK AT TECHNoLOcv · 
FOR NON-TECH STUDENTS 
. TECH 583:· TEC~NOLOGY 
. - . . . _ . SYSTEMS 
. '. 
- · F'ULFILLS- .... -
GEN~ ED. CATEGORY Ill 
A.-
QUALITATIVE SURVEY --





. NATIONAL SECUR-ITY 
. ; ·t ::r· - _ _ EN-E·&.GY. 
f1 ' 
' . 
· -WHITTEMORE ·SCHOOL SUM-MER COURSES 
WSBE will be offering the following courses 
during_-summer ses-sion '.8.6 
These three courses are -
required .for ADMN minor: 
These two courses are · 
,required 'for. ECON. minor -
DMN. 517,- Survey of Accounting . · 
. _ ADMN.550,Survey of Marke.ting · · · . 
DMN.580 , Intro. to Organ1zat1onal Behavior · 
, '·:ADMN. 424, Bu.siness··statistics . ': ,,· · 
IV\D'MN. 4_ 01,_ Pr~ric~pl~s o{Ec:Ortom~cs MACRO . •.• . 
~D:MN~ 402, -Pnncipl~s of Econom1cs MICRO 
.. In addition WSBE w_ill'be off~ring all :m~jor .courses except 
ADMN. 701, Business and Its Environment. -
-A summer session catalog is available-in the Advising · 
· _Center, McConnel Hall. , , -. _ · 
. · Registration for summer -courses begins on April 14th 
in the DC-E -Of.fide, V errette House. \ _ 
· ~Registration is on a "Flrst come, first serve basts.;_,_. · , 
- . 
· Note: ECON. 64~, lnernational Economics will not be offered· 
· · this summer. However, ECON. 641, Public Finance with B. Valdez 
will be offered on the ·same time and days. a-·1 0arn. MTWR, · 
May 26-July 3 (6 weeks) -
Time change-ADMN. 650-Peter Meleudy 
M-R 6:30-8:30pm 
.May 26-July 3 
Feminist: Politics changing 
By Mary Beth Lapin 
Fe_minism has become par-
tisan in nature, arid the parties 
have switched sides, according 
to a prominent feminist author. 
Jo Freeman, lectured in the 
Forum Room of the Dimond 
Library on Monday. She pre-
faced her lecture on "The Future 
of Feminis·m in American Po-
litics" with a history of the: role 
of women in presidential elec-
tions and campaigns. 
"In the early days of femi-
nism," .Freeman said, "the Re-
publican party was more recep-
tive to th~ goals of women." She 
· cited the Equal Rights Amend-
ment, which was first proposed 
.in 1923 by a Republican senator, 
-and soon became "the purpose 
and goal of the women's move-
ment." -
According to Freeman, there 
were no real advances in the 
appointment of women to go-
vernment positions until the 
Kennedy administration. At this 
point, the Dem_ocratic party 
began to take a closer look at 
the needs of workjng women 
due to the passage of the Equal 
Pay Act in 1963. 
· A.t this time a Commission 
on the Status ofWomen was 
formed. These com.missions 
were soon ad6pted by every state 
government. 
According to Freeman, they 
"gave governors a place to stick 
politically active women who 
were denied places in govern- . 
ment." 
At one of the Commission's 
annual conferences, B-etty Frei-
dan and several other v,wmen_ 
founded the National Organ-
ization of Women (NOW) 
which has since become an 
influential proponent of fem-
inism in the political arena. 
According to Freeman, it was 
in 1972 that feminist affiliation 
began to shift more dramatically 
from the Republican to the 
Democratic party. In speaking 
of ~he women who attended 
political caucuses, Freeman said, 
"The Dem0crats were feminists 
,r--
Freeman said fundamental 
differences between the two 
parties has been the decisive 
factor in the recent partisan 
shift of feminism. "Republicans 
don't go "to caucus' ." Freeman 
said, "Repµblicans go to 'recep-
tions.' At the 1984 convention, 
one of the b'iggest rece_ptions 
. was held by Phyllis Schafly." . 
Freeman said the Republican 
platform, c;1s it applies to wom-
en, was written by Phyllis 
Schafly, whereas the Democratic · 
platform, as it-applies to wom-
en, ·was written by feminists. 
Another fundamental differ-
ence between the two parties 
according to Freeman, is their 
"political culture." ·· In the 
Republican party power and 
legitimacy are derived from who 
you ·know. The early success of 
women in this party was due to 
their relationships with men 
in power. When they lost those 
personal connections during the 
Reagan administration, they 
lost power." . . . 
Freeman said there is ho e 
for the Republican party in the 
future~ if the right candidate 
comes along. "There ar~ a lot 
of good feminists in the Repub-
lican party," Freeman said, "but 
they cannot speak out. The 
potential for revolution in the 
Republican party is much more 
real thari in the Democratic 
party." 
In closing, Freeman said that 
to truly influence the future of 
public policy feminists should 
not be too concerned about the 
Democratic party. "The Demo-
cratic party will riot become 
more anti-feminist," she said. 
Instead, Freeman urged fem-
in is ts to organize grass roots 
re-education programs to pub-
licize feminist issues. ~ 
"The odds are that the Re- . 
publican party can still change 
in a feminist direction," Free-
. man said. "Women must re-
educate the constituency on 
feminist concerns, so that when 
push comes to shove the knowl-
edge and the votes are there.'' 
who were also Democrats. The Author Jo Freeman presenting her lecture "The Future of 
Republican represe~tatives Feminism in American Politics," in the Forum Room of the 
,,, 
were mainly Republicans." · Dimond Library, yesterday. (Ronit Larone photo) 
!'**************~ •••••••• ; •• .-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * THE LAST HURRAH * :y ·, _ -- ; * Consignment Shop : : . oung s Restaurant : * * •- . . • ! - Fortbeadventorousshopper! : .i & Coffee Shop, Inc. ·! . 
!choosefrom'30's-'40's,vihlage&funky* : 48 Ma1·n St Durham· ·N H' : : 
* c lothing, hats & accessorie~: men!s, * .• •, , • • • 
* women's, children's, & infants clotp.ing;* : 868 2688 : 
* jewelry, pottery & collectibles; & much* • - ■ 
'*more! · * ■. . • 
: 9MainSt,Dove, : i Breakfast Special ; 
* . (In Smiley's Plaza) * • Go_ing crazy with hash! , or • * · 749-2930 • , • _:· ~**-~~~-********/. : Try our hash 0~1elet 2 eggs any style served ; 







GRADUATE • ATHLETIC 
: . Served with homefries, toast. : . 
: toast & coffee. • : ! $2.99 $2.15 i 
• • •1:. Luncheon _Special .i • There is over a BILLION DOLLARS in -college scholarahips, grants. and other aid : . Try Ou r OW n MO n 1 e : 
available. • ■ • rllldl Ch~i-sto: Steaming hot . • 
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CALENDAR 
TUESDAY, APRIL 22 
' Art Department Alumni Speakers Program-James Garvin, 
'67, Director., New Hampsh-ire Historical Society. Room 
A2 l8, Paul Arts, 12:30 to 2 p.m. 
Dissertation on Elderly Irish Women-Denise Connors, 
Professor, Nursing Dept. Room 22, -Murkland, 1:30 p.m. 
Bring a bag lunch. Sponsored by Gerontology Resource 
Committee. 
UNH Benefactor's Birthd<1.y Hon<?,red-200 balloons will be -
released and 12 squ;:ire feet ·Gt cake · se'fvectttr-c"'elebr~_ : 
birthday of BenjaJnin Thompson, UNH's benefactor. In front 
of Thompson Hall, 1 p.m. Free, op~n to public. _ . . · 
Faculty Recital-William Reeve, percussion, B.ratton:Ji:eci~al 
Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. . ~ _ . 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23 
Brown Bag It. At The Galleries-Concert: UNH Music 
Department Flute Ensemble. Art Galleries, noon. 
Women 's Studies Seminar Series:-Jarn~s Rorie_y, Dept. of 
German and Rl¼ssian. "And So I'll Poll0w You Like a Dog: 
Marina Tsvetaeva and Poetry in the Light of Conscience. 
" Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m. 
Golf and Geography-"The Evolution and Distribution of 
Golf Facilities Across the U.S:," Dr. Robert Adams, Geography 
Dept. Sponsored by Geography Club. Room 104, James 3 
p.m. . 
Women's Lacrosse-vs. Yale, 3 p .m. 
Continuing the Revolution-: Women T)llking With Women-
R~ligion. Co-sponso:s: Women's Studies, Women's ~otn.-,,,_ 
m1ss1on and Womens Center. Underwood House, 3::,0 to 
. 5 p .m. 
THURSDAY, APRIL i4 
Men's Track- at ICAAAs (Viilanova), through Friday, April 
25 . 
Women's Track- at Penn Relays, through Saturday, April 
26 · 
Contemporary Music-A Non-Concert by John Rogers. A unique 
experience in electronic music. Art Galferies, Paul Arts, noon 
to. l p.m. and 7 to 8 p.m. Free, open to public. . · 
' ·) 
' .,,: 
Men's Baseball-vs. Lowell (2), 1 p .m. 
Colloquim-"Molecular and Cell Biology of Learning and 
Memory," Victor Shashoua, Assoc. Professor of I3iological 
Chemistry, Harvard Medical School. Room 101', Conant, 
3:40 to 5 p.m. 
Latir:i America_n Film ~eries-"Chuquiago." T~lls four separat~ 
but 10terlock10g stones that span the social strata 10 the 
sky-high capital city La Paz. Murkland Auditorium, 7 and 
9 p.m. Admission $2. 
MUSO Film-"Secret Honor.' Strafford 'Room, MUB, 7 and ' 
9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2. · 
FRIDAY, APRIL 25 
Men's Track-at Penn Relays, through Sunday, April 27. 
New Hampshire International Seminar-"Japan's Triangular 
Relationship with the U.S.A, U.S.S.R., and China." Presenter: 
Nagoa Hyodo, Minister, Embassy of Japan. Alumni Center, · 
4p.m. 
Faculty Lecture Series-Confessions ofSyrea Watcher. Professor 
Alisdair Drysdale, Geography. Berkshire Room, New England 
Center, 8 p .m. · · 
Faculty Recital -The New Hampshire Consort, "Music of 
England's Golden Age," Bratton Reci_tal Hall, Paul Arts, 
8p.m. 
~he New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) _is published and distributed semi- ' 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that pan 
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified 
• iminediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
· 151' MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. · - ,l 
- . :\ ... ' ' .. : 
, : . . . ■ • We give you the leads that get you to the 1 ■• ham & turkey & sw:ss : 
I 
SOURCES - GUARANTEED 
• CALL "TODAY' Many of these awards go : cheese wrapped in Tex- : 
tothefirstpeoplewhoapplyforthem Don't • as french toast served fl/ • ..,._ ___ .. _1 




. (803) 431·8319 
yours. • YOtJNO S $2.75 Get 111 l 0 the "Spring of • 
CALL TOLL FREE e ~ • 
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS• 
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs 
SWEAT SHIRTS• HAtS· 
& TOTES : 
• TODAYFORINFORMATION • - - Thmgs"we' ll beserv,11g • 
I · ■; _ fn11t sa lads, chefs salad : 1-800-USA-1221 EXT. 6023 i • & ,}otato sa la·ci. So • STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP SEARCH • e 
■ aoxsns WEYBOSSETHILL • come in and tr'::,' our • t---·L--------.J·----------------1 
L PROVIDENCE, RI 02903-0nS : · Springt ime spec1ab . : ·-•-■-■-= ............................................. ~ 
~ I ~ . I ,I f 
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OTICES 
ACADEMIC 
PREREGISTRATION FOR FALL HORSEMAN-
SHIP (ANS 402): April 22, presign-up 5 p.m. and 
April 2.1 prer_egistration, 8 a.m. in Light Horse 
Classroom. Check st,1bles for times. Information 
call I 174 or I 171. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
HANG GLIDING: Sponsored by NH Outing Club. 
A gre:.it weekend of le,1rning how to fly, April 25-
27 in Charleston, NH. All levels welcome. Pre-
.', trip meeting,. TuesJay, April 22, Room 129, NHOC 
' Office, 5:?>0 p.m., for h1ore info. 
' j • 
CO-REC SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT: Sponsored 
by Dept: of Rec. Sports : May l- .1, fields behind 
·Field House, beginning A p.m. Friday, 5/1. Roster 
du·e April 28, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 
_6 p.m. All teams must have a rep. at meeting. 
- Undergrads only. 
BIKING THROUGH THE WHITES: Sponsored 
by NH Outing Club. May 2-4. Pr.e-trip meeting, 
Thursday, April 24, Roqm )29, NHOC Qffice, .6 
p.m. Call Kristin, 749-TW9 or Trµ~ey at 742-98)0 
for . more info. 
GENERAL 
ECONOMIC UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY 
OFFICER POSITIONS OPEN: If interested or.have 
questi(,>ns, contact Joy at 749-68)7. · 
JOIN THE PI:~ZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Sp<Jn-
sored by Non-Tr~iditional Student Program. Every 
Friday from no.<in-to L p.m. at Underwoo_d House 
for $ I a. slice until the end of April. 
PARADISE ISN'T FOUND IN PRETTY PIC-
. TU.RES ALONE: Sponsored by Commu-
ter/Transfer Center.. Travel agent Gregg Aldridge, . 
will provide insight into purchasing vacation 
packages: Read "between the lines" for hidden 
expenses. Tuesd~y. April 22, Hillsborough Room, 
MUB, 7 to 8 p.m. . 
BEW An E: RENTING 1-S A MUTUAL AGREE-
MENT: Jponsored by Commuter/Tr-ansf~r Cent.er_ · 
Stepheh White,' 1-awyer, UNH•Legal Services\ will 
speak on tenant rights and landlord responsibilities. 
Wednesday, April 2), Hillsborough Roo1n, MUB, 
2 to .1 p.m. 
PLUM ISLAND ADVENTURE: Sponsored by 
Non-Traditional Student Program. Join us on an 
excursi<;n to expiore one of the area's most beautiful _ 
spots-the wildlife sanctuary at Plum Island. Bring · 
your picnic lunch and binocubrs. and explore O<fl 
your own or with others. Saturday, April 26, LO 
a.m.-4 p.m., rain date-Sat. May :1. Leave from . 
Underwood. $6 adults·, $_:; kids. Reservations 
required: CaU 3647 for. 1ijore info...... · · 
RING IN THE SPRING S-I.NG:_ The New Hamp-
shire Notables will present a nighf,o_f a captlla 
singing featuring groups from \X.qlliams; Colb~, 
and Bowdoin. Music from all eras. Saturday, April 
26, Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 8_ p.m: Students, .. 
$2, general $) . • -
TOM BERGERON ·oF WBZ-TV4 SPEAKING: 
Sponsored by Comm unication Associatio;, : Ber-
geron will be speaking on-Broadcast Communication 
in Tele.vision and Radio. Sunday , April 27, 
Senat:/ Merrimack Roon,, MUB, 7 p.m., free. 
LOST AND FOUND SALE: 'Sponsored by Office 
of Student Activities. Opportunity to buy used books, 
clothes, jewelry at a low price. Last chance to claim 
lost items before sale. Thursday, May I, to.p floor. 
,MUB, IO a.m. to _1 p.m. 
HEALTH 
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals 
concerned about their drinking are welcome. 
Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m. 
· ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For 
individuals affected by a parent's problem drinking. 
Thursdays, Underwood House, 8 to 9:?i0 p.m. and 
Fridays, ·Catholic Student Center,. 7:)0 to 9 p.m. 
WOMENS AA: Fridays, Wolff Ho(1se, noon ·to-J 
p.m. 
SEXUAL SPECTRUM: WORLD.WIDE PERS-
PECTIVES: Explore sexuality from an international 
perspective, determine values, relationships and 
meaning of sexuality. Monday, April 21, Smith 
Hall, 7 p.m. 
STRESS, RELAX.A. TION AND COPING: Spon-
sored by Health Education a·nd Health Services. 
Wo·rkshop wi ll explore various relaxation tech-
niques and ,individual coping_skills to a lleviate 
stress for students. Tuesday, April 22, Sackett Hi.>use, 
7 p.m. and Monday, April 28, Smith Hcill, 7 p.m. 
D0N'T LET STRESS GET THE BESTOF YOU: 
Sponsored by Health Education Center. Heal~h 
Services. Explore both the pressures and possibilities . 
of being a student at UNH. Discussion of s.tress 
· management, coping skills a-nd time management. 
Friday, April 24, Richardson House, 7. p.m. 
CPR REC ER TIFICA TION: Sponsored by NH 
Outing Club. Sarun.ia.y, April 26. Contact NHOC 
.at2145 for more information. 
~ ¥- ~. .,. . , 
MULTI MEDIA FIRST ,AID: Sponsored by NH 
Outing Cl ub . NH Red Cross First Aid Semil)ar 
on Saturday, May 3. Contact NHOC.at 2145 for 
more inforrnation . . 
MEETINGS 
JUGGLING CLUB: Wednesdays, MUB (check at 
Information Center for room), ,7 to I\ p.m. Anyone 
welcome. 
;.;, UNH HOSREMANS CLUB MEETING: Wednes-
day, April 2), Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 5:30 
p.m, . 
WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM 1987 PLAN-
NING MEETING: Anyone interested in helping 
to plan the Women's History Pn.>gram for next · 
year is welcome. Thursday, May I, Belknap Room. 
MUB, 12:)0 to 2 p.m. Bring ideas·! 
_ Remember famil1/ or friends 
with Special Occasion; Get Well 
or Memorial cards. 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
• • • • 
American Heart Association V 
Area II students 
address concerns 
By Margaret Consalvi 
UNH officials and student 
senators are not the only ones 
who are . addressing areas of 
concern at UNH. 
Area II r~sidents and faculty 
are coordinating a weekly event 
called "conversations," accord-
ing to Cindy Garthwaite, assist-
ant director of Area II. 
These meetings allow those 
concerned to discuss such topics 
as advising, scheduling classes, 
grades, and social life among 
other things. According to 
Garthwaite: meetings are held 
once or twice a week and invited 
faculty and students discuss a 
list of questions relative to 
academics and other aspects of 
university life. 
Garthwaite said the end result 
would be a "conversations jour-
nal" which wil1 be distributed 
to President _Gordon Haaland 
and his cabinet. 
-Hall director Larry Gutsk_e 
and Area II half staff are-coor-
dinating the event. 
Films focus on 
aging in America 
By Margaret Consalvi Harmony" will be. shown. 
The UNH gerontology pro- "Number _our Days1' deals with 
gram will sponsor. a film series members of our oceanside re-
on "Aging in.America." This tirement community and how 
series is slated to start Tuesday, they cope .with failing health, 
April 29 and will run through the loss of loved ones and the 
the fall. changing community. "Close 
The April 29 film will be Harmony" is a .story about the 
"Grace" and will portray the conflict and th~ eventual under-
life of Grace DeCarlton Ross. . standing of a group of senior 
Ross actively participated and citizens and an elementary 
taught dance until he.r death at · school glee club overcome while 
the age of 93. "Grace" outlines singing together. 
her thqughts on aging and . All films are free and 0pen 
follows her through her career to the public. For more infor-
in the circus, vaudeville, silent mation on these and other films, 
movies, theatre and ballet. contact Margaret Crowley, 
On Tuesday, May 6, the films UNH assistant professor of 
"Number our Days'' and' "Close .:: tiur"s'ing" at 862:2260~ -.. \, 
Offers superior courses 
t ofstudyleadingtoquali· tied degrees in Medicine - and V~terinary Medicine. . • American Medical School curriculum • One of ti-le highest pass 
· rates on ECFMG by Ross graduates • We have affiliations and 
working agreements with more than 30 hospitals in the United States 
where our students do their third and fourth years of clinical clerkships. 
Accredited by the. government of Dominica • Listed in WHO • Very high 
percentage of our graduates doing residencies in U.S. hospitals, many of 
which are affiliated with U.S. medical schools • Many of our graduates are 
~~~f~~;~;~n~~~ roai~;!f~~fn\~~~~-h~~~~~=l~g~~~l~~~i: ;u~efa~cof o~r 
Sciences • We are approved in more states for clinical training and 
licerisure than any other Caribbean School • U.S. Department of Education · 
Guaranteed Students Loans, VA benefits and a loan program for entering 
students are available. · 
SCHOOLOF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
• American Veterinary Medical School curriculum • Accredited by the 
government of St. Kitts• Listed in the AVMA • 3½ year verterinary 
medicine program both in St. Kitts and the Unite(;! States • Only foreign 
School of Veterinary Medicine doing clinic;al rotations in the United States 
• U.S. Department of Education Guaranteed Student Loans, VA benefits 
and a loan program for entering students are available • Our graduates 
have achieved outstanding scores on the state examinations. 
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
FOR SPRING, FALL, WINTER SEMESTERS 
For further information call (212) 279-5500 
or write to: 
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ADMISSIONS, INC. 
460 WEST 34TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10001 
SBIDIDer Day Camp Counselor Positions 
in Manchester New Hampshir~ 
Colleqe work-_study preferred 
Contact 
Frank Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Cente.r. 
2849 Brown Ave. Manchester N.H. 03103 
Tel: 627-5637 
r,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,"'.t5tJRHXKti10US'if"Oit''''''''''''''''\lli 
I PIZZA t 
jjjj On Tuesday nights- ijj[ 
···· large cheese pizza $4.00 ···· 
[jjl large~:.::~::t:~:t~\s.oo !Ill . 
:::: from 6 p.m.-closing 868-2224 :::: 
.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;: 





_ Another .altenative is w seal 
t h e Ca V e r n s·, a CC O rd in g to, 
Boudette, but there is still the 
problem o_f ground water. "Wa-
ter around the 25 to 50 ton 
cannisters ca-n become heated 
and corrosive. The cannisters 
. are then breached and the 
plutonium gets into the ground 
water," said Boudette. 
Boudette mentioned two al-
ternatives currently being used 
in Europe to avoid this problem. 
He said clay is a good filler, 
beca~1se it is a rock that flows 
and heals itself up. "The French 
and Belgians use clay beds as 
a buffer to mobilize the plut-
onium," he said. 
"Germany _ is putting the 
waste in salt mines and back-
packing the caverns with salt. 
It becomes plastic when the 
water gets heated." he added. 
Boudette stressed that the 
European economies favor nu-
clear energy. "F ranee will within · 
five years be 80 percent nu-
clear," he said. 
"The US still gets coal and 
oil and the cost of reactors is 
so high, such as Seabrook. h had 
an original estimate cost of $1 
r.•r•r•r•r•r• -r•\r• 
· • _. · •· · · -. -You can yisit these Brmgutg . libraries and use .the· 
Government . Depository coliection. 
In~or· m· ·afl•Oft . without charge: I., To find· one in your ·t v. area, contact your local 
0 I OU library or write to the 
. Information from the 
Federal Government on 
subjects ranging from · 
agriculture to zoology is 
available :'at Depository 
Libraries across the 
nation. 
' ....... ~ ...... 
. -the5th rannua1 
Federal Depository · 
. Library Program, Office 
of the Public Printer, 




<cominued from page 1) 
billion, but today it has cost $10 
billion." ,he said. 
This is relevant because all 
this nudear waste comes from 
nuclear reactors that are out of 
service. "They have a half-life 
of :rn to 40 years, but they are 
too expensive to rehabilitate. 
The· question is then to leave 
the reactor waste at each indi- · -B~mdette concluded by saying, , 
vidual plant or move to a single "One can challe·nge Congress's 
depository and have to look after logic." Although he is waty of 
only one," he said. · ·rhe danger of plutonium leak-
. . . ing, he said, "No time in history 
Congress decided to use the has man not had to face severe 
single depository method, which problems. It must have been 
is w~y the ~OE is searching for awful to have been speared by 
a suitable sight. Attila the Hun." 
Battered woode~ piers jutting out into the calm waters of the Great Bay at sunset. · (Cindy 
Rich photo) 
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$2 Studel).tS $3 Non-Students 
Tickets Available at MUB Ticket Office 
CONVENTION 
UNH'B6 
DATE: May 10, 1986 
TIME: 10 AM to 10 PM ,, 
PLACE: U:N.H. Field House, Durham, NH 
ADMISSION: $1.00 U.N.H. Students and Children under 12 
· · $3.oo· Non-students 
FEA TUR IN~: 
Open gym juggHng, workshops,equipment raffel,juggling 
videos, convention t-shirts 
. Public Show at 1 :3Cl p.m. 
A thri11ing public show starri.ng U.N.H. _. 
Alumnus and professional juggler Mark Nizer from a recent 
performance on Bob Hope's PBS special with a cavalcade of 
New England jugglers. 
Sponsored by the U.N.H. Juggling Club and P.F.O. 
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~~~- ~W~MA~~R~, K~E~T~~~~~G~RJUli~~~D~.~. ~~-----------(c-on-ti~~~:!-ag-e-3) ___________ _ 
,USINESS Q1Bll!N'· .. ~., rs~ ... _, to the dorms, btit their programs dents the opportunity to benefit duce a development blueprint 
CENTER · are still seen primarily on one from them, according to Wayne designed to proyide broadcast-
offering shared office services 
to the small .business entrepreneur 
• professional typing 
• telephone answering & message takir:,g 
• photocopying . 
P.O. Box 346, 138 Water Street 
Newmarket NAw : IClll .. m ,;re (l~R'i 603-659-5962 
,---------~-----------------~ I · · Coupon- Special . ! 
I Resumes : 25 sets 1 
1
1
_ envelopes Q N LY. 11 includes typing 
I matching paper copies $15 50 I 
I sheets ■ · 
1 I . r-~----~------~-~---~-------+ 
I -dissertations I 
I I 0·07- -thesis I 
I . /0 -all printing or.ders I 
I . . I 
: DISCOUNT 8¢ PHOTOCOPIES 1 ~-~----------------_-___ . _____ ;.__+ 
! 'STUDENTS! 
I WHEN. You NEED cqP1Es . 
!TH I N KcAMPus co,v & PRINTING 
I . 47 MAIN STREET DURHAM, NH, I . . .. ·~Across from Jodi's) 868-2~50 . · ·· ·--------~-------------------
TV set in _the Seacoast Lounge Ferrari, chairman of SAFC. ing to ~he dormitories. As yet, 
in the MUB. "It can be seen that with the no blueprint.has been produced. 
The .internal management of current programming, students Many senators and SAFC 
the organization has also been are not getting their money's members considered such a 
criticized in SAFC and the worth," he said. , project to costly. 
senate. 
SAF funded organizations 
must offer all SAF paying,2tu-
A committee formed to · 1ook According to Ferrari, it is now 
into STVN's problems recom- up to STVN members to seek 
mended the organization pro- out corporate grants to supple-
----------~ ' ment SAFC funds, but he said 
no progress _has been made in 
tQat direc_ton. Instead, the cur-
rent co·st of purchasing and 
maintaining the equipment is 
exhorbiqrnt, and has be(:n going 
up, Ferrnri said, . 
However, according -to Grif- · 
fith, the internal struc.ture of 
STVN is not suited to future 
growth, and is not currently 
capable of handling additional . 
funds. · · 
All of their current adminis-
trative positions are fifled with 
freshman and sophmores, Grif~ 
fith said, adding that this alone 
indicates they are not organizeµ 
enough to maintain a constant 
membership. 
Jack Martin, SAFC' s current 
business manager, said if the 
students interested in STVN 
solicit enough money from 
other sources to be able to 
broadcast, and if they prepare 
a coherent blueprint, they could 
receive funding next year. 
STVN refused to comment. , 
Wheth-er there is an STVN · 
STVN, whose budget was rejected by the student senate, has next year is up io STVN, Knie-
now had its assets frozen. (Cindy Rich photo) riem said. · 
Brady Ford Congratulates 
The Class of '86 
with 
-$400.00 and pre-~pproved credit!!! · 
lf·you a~e rec_eivi-ng your bachelor's degree, R.N. or graduate degree from UNH we tip our hats to you. To qualified 
· ·· · graduates between October 1, 1985 and September 30; 1986, 
Brady Ford can offer you Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. 
· We can give you pre~approved credit and $400.00 cash back on your new Ford. To take advantage of this program 
bay one of the-Brady Ford cars or trucks listed below and take delivery by August 31, 1986. 
For fl..i'rther details stop by or contact a Brady Ford Sales Representative ... and again congratulations! 
$400 cash back on a new Bronco II. $400 cash hack on a ri.eW :fempo. 
$400 cash back on a new.Mustang 
$400 cash hack on a new F-150 truck. 
$400 cash back on a new Ranger pick-up. .• 
~ .. ·. . . . ~. . . . . . . . ... . . . . . '• .... ••,· . 
. .,,_ . 
$400 cash t1ack on a new Escort $400 cash back on a new Escori EXP. , $400 cash back on a new Aerostar. 
288 r ,'-,'. _ 1 ; ► {1 _I /f\08::: iJ, -~/ 11 /-{j '~f\',,1;\H \/j=J'/ -_,;-n 
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~·········································~-··· . - . . - . . . : COLLEGE STUDENTS! : 
-: PART TIME AND FULL TIME . : 
: su·MMERWORK : • • 
: Natiop.al company looking for college : 
: ' - students. 2 
: Must be hard working, willing to learn, : 
: - and honest . : 
: . . l\~i . 1~ ' : : c~ss . . - . . a~~%!\~"--~---~,. -.: 
: cl\1\ 1'\~ ~ ~\ls __ -· . - : . . ~ . . . . 
: MANAGEMENT PO.SITIONS . : 
: AVAILABLE" : 
! to thos.e showing good results : • • • • • • • • : C~ll Royal Prestige collect : 
The Ham Branch Bluegrass Band playing outside. Thompson Hall this weekend. Players include 
(left to right) Matt Rand, Gary Pomerleau, Scott Donnely, Jim Whitney, and Chip Craven. 
_ (Pennie McEdward photo) 
: . 887-3040 • . ;---- . . . 
• call between 9-12 for an interview appointment : : . 
~·············································' 
Wednesday, April 23 at 7:30 _pm and our 
DROP-IN STUDY SKILLS SESSIONS 
every Tuesday night at Richard House 
CallTASkfor details 862-3698 
./ 










CLIP AND SEND WITH ORQ~R 
S M L X-L PRICE TOTAL 
1. SHOE-T O □ 0 □ $9.95 
2. CATS-T □ □ □ □ 9.95 
3. THE FEW ... ·-T □ □ 0 □ 9.95 
(' IJ _ J\ 4. LOON-T □ □ □ 0 9.95 8· >f4.Ct t'o-We,i., 5. AWESOME!-T O □- □ 0 9.95 
~ ~-~ ~~ '--~, J~ , 6. SKY-MAN-T □ □ □ □ 9.95 
~ ~ .,W ~>1--~ <} '. ~ ~ 7. CHRISTMAS-T □ □ 0 □ 9:95 -~-':'i:: , rrf"''DfNl 1 8. SHOE POWER-T O □ 0 0 9.95 
("T'~ _ -. ) _ 9. THE SHOE MUST GO ON' (BOOK) 0 6.95 
:l,~,.y!~~-' _ - ..;;::_ _ 1 , 10. 'ON WITH THE SHOE' (BOOK) 0 6.95 '--
~ ;t?E-77¾~-•"½'tii~~- 11. 'SHOE FOR ALL SEASONS' (BOOK). □ 6.95 _ · _ . 
'----•-=---~ 12. 'GREATESTSHOEONEARTH'(BOOK) 0 6.95 __ 
PLUS $1.50 PER ITEM 
NAME ~' __._J _ · _._I __.___.___,__,___,!~~~~'__._I ~I~_.__~! ~I~'~' ____.__I-'~' -postage & handling 
GRAND TOTAL __ 
ADDRESS I I · I ' I I I APT. I I I I I More / _ 
CITY l~l___,_~__._______.___,__,___,__._____.____._____.___,__.____.___._____,I STATE L_J_J . .... .................. 
0 CHECK ZIPI 
I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
ACCOUNTNO . . 
□ ~ □ I r~ il I :tp ~A~: 1 ---s-,G-N-AT-U-RE __ _ 
THIS OFFER BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
from ... 
LIN ·TEXl 
5446 H~y. 290W, #301 
Austin, Texas 78735 
PHONE ORDERS 
WEh_COME . 
(512) 892-4870 · 
PLEASE ALLOW 4-,-6 
WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 






Summer is the ideal time 
for college students to get 
ahead! Accelerate your 
course work or take the 
summer to concentrate on 
a tough requirement. 
UNH at Manchester offers 
the advantages of the 
state university with the 
convenience of a campus in -
Manchester. The personal 
attention in small classes 
is sure to enhance your 
learning exper.ience. 
So don't _stop thinking just 
because summer's h,ere. 
Think about how easy it js 
to get the University credit~ 
you nee<:t, in Manchester! 
,\:-\' ._ ~~~' ~IRG ~\ ',t '_f _\) _i, 1- t. -~~l 11-\l 1;' - I -, \\ - ~!- 1 -j i I ; 
THE NEW HAMPSH IRE TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 1986 
Call 668-UNHM for 
information or registration. 




<continued from page 1) 
and minerals. The U.S. must 
maintain its present relation ~ 
ship with South Africa in order 
to fuel its economy." _ 
He kiaid the effort in the 
United States to force the Amer-
ican governent to pressu.re 
South Africa · to end aparthied 
"is of a very high moral order. 
To hide behind money and 
investments is of a low social 
order." · 
'.'Jr wasn't llt:Jtit tbe free South 
Africa movement, divestiture, 
and having people willing to 
go to jail for a cause that the 
movement in South Africa be-
gan to be noticed by the U.S. 
goverment," he said. · 
King said he"L1vors divesti -
ture and added that be believes 
it would have an effect on the 
South African government. 
"The divestment movement 
does make a difference . . Why 
else would St)uth Africa and the 
Ford Motor Company put 
$300,000 into a lobbying effort 
to keep the state of Massachu-
setts from divesting?" 
"Efforts here have an impaGt 
in Soutb Africa at an economic 
level and at a spiritual level to 
the people of South Africa." 
King said "As we work to 
overcome the support· of apar-
theid it energizes and fuels the 
people of South Africa." 
In closing, King said there 
was a connection between ra , 
cism in So.uth Africa and the 
U.S. "Its colors are green and 
silver and gold." 
-----WUNH----....-
,<cominued from page 3) 
said O'Leary, " we had people 
calli.ng from way up in Maipe 
where-the signal isn't really that 
strong, so we know they're 
listening". · 
'[he highlight of the mara -
thon week was Saturday night 
at the Stone Church in New-
market w'ith two .bands, the . 
· Dogmatics and the Oysters. 
Although the Oysters went on 
a half hour late, the show was 
a success. "The music and danc-
ing were great!" exclaime_d 
O'Leary. . 
Pledges are still being accept-
ed, a.nd those who wish to 
donate, can do· so by calling the 
station. 
The donations are tax deducc-
ibl~ and donors who gave over 
five dollars will be receiving 
premiums . For .example, in 
· exdrnnge for 20 dollar donation, 
the donor will receive a button, 
bumper sticker, a record and a 
WUNH tee-shirt . . 
Special premiums such as gift 
certificates, and Siouxie and the 
Banshees tickets were also giveri 
to donors who pledged large 
amounts, and donors who 
pledged in return for the ces;.c 
sation of the Plastic Ono band, 
Madonna, and continuous Devo 
songs. 
Listeners who pledged can 
pick up their premiums a~ 
WUNH, located in the Memor-
ial Union Building starting 
April 28, during normal bus-
) ness hours. 
)f 
--"-----BARNS- ·----
<cominued from pag~ :n 
Life Sciences and-Agricufture 
$800,000 for the project -in May, 
1984. . 
220 Hackett AntRoad, Manchester, N~w-Hampshlre03102 (603)668-UNHM. 
. Funding for the project was 
granted by the Capital Cam-. 
paign for Distinction, a foun -
dation established for new con-
s tr u ct i o n , re no v 'at i o n, a rid 
improvement of the University, 
said Schwab. 
Some of the existing facilities, _ 
originally iritended to be ren -;-
·ovated for· other purposes such 
as housing research and replace-
ment animals, are now slated 
for dernoliti.pn upon completion . 
of. the new building. "The heifer 
ba:rri" and "the bull barn", 
currently used for teaching 
purposes, are slated to be dem-
. olished first, according to 
Schwab. 
Scwab said the new complex 
will house aproximately 100 
mature cows, and the latest 
technology in terms of compu-
terized feeding ·systems, com -
puterized milk and body weight, 
. and animal i-dentificatio•n sys -
- terns will be installed. 
The new complex will facil-
itate research in agricultural 
management, nu_trition, and 
reproduction, he said. 
'·'It's a large complex," he said. 
"Hopefully, construction will 
begin this summer and it will 





Specialists i~ self-contained bi-
cycling adventures. FRIENDLY 
_ GROUPS of active people. Our 
30 DAY TOURS wind through 
some of the NORTHEAST'S most 
scenic areas. Comfortable biking 
distances combined with -·WHITE-
WA TER kayaking or canoeing 
instruction and superb whitewater 
rafting excitement! FREE BRO-
C-HURE! P.O. Box 1, South Wales, 
N.Y! 14139 (716)652-7257 
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~ . ....... - _· RESUMES 
'. Electronically Typed 
- $17 .50 includes 
Typing, Selection.of Paper and Envelopes 
Plus · 
. 
25 copies * 2,5 envelopes * 25 exfra sheets of paper . 
(Changes easily made with our30 day memory storage.) 
Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30 
Durham Copy· • 
Jenkins Court ~I>urham, N.H. •868-703-1 
: ................. --:-= ... .. . .. > ·:. • • • • • • • • ... .... > •• 
.· ~<;,O~SRJUR&~, 9;;~ s11,p;ut2~ 
~ " ... the one great American film in the (Filmex) 
~~'qi Festival...a bravura, burningly intense performance · 
ttlat almost blows you out of the theater ... 
SECRET HONOR is a knockout." 
/ . -L.A. Weekly . 
A ROBERT ALTMAN FILM 
Starring: Phillip Baker Hall._ If Richard Nixon, afte·r a life 
of lying, paranoia, and struggle, had poured out his soul 
on tape, the result might have been Secret Honor, 
a ·remarkable one-man s·how dir_ected by Altman. Hall stars as · 
an enraged, self-pitying Nixon who manages to salvage his honor 
in a historica1 gambit almost as strange as the truth
1 
A 
7 & 9:30 p~·m. 
Straff ord,:Roo.m· 
riveting performance by Hall. · 
$1 students 
MUB $2 non students · 
.. 
• • • • • • • -• • • • • • • • • 
. -~" tV . 1. ATTHE 
MUB CAFETERIA 
·LET US DO THE COOKING! 
Tuesday, .A.pril 22 
Brocco li Cheese· Casserole 
, Easy Che~sey Chicken 
New Potatoes_ 
GreBn Beans Almondine -
Cream of Celery 
On ion Soup 
Wednesday, Apr il 23 
Noodle Pudding 





Matzo Ball Soup 
Thursday, April 24 
Spinach Quiche 
Lasagna with Meatsauce 
Rice with Mushrooms 
Gazpacho 
New England Clam· Chowder 
Friday, ,L\oril 25 




French Onion Soup 
Cream of Broccoli Soup 
Monday, April 28 
Escilrada 
Pollo con Galsa de Almendras 
Champinones a la Pl_ancha · 
Arroz 
- Sopa de Tomate y Ajo 
Sopa de Quince Minutos 
PISTACHIO'S 
Did you know the average American 
eats 15 quarts of icecream a year? 
Come on in and ... 
Become a, statistic! 
MUB PUB 
Join us in the Pub 
from 4-7 pm on Fridays 
for TGIF 
_ MUB CATERING. 
Show a frien'd you care .. 
with one of our delicious 
Goodie Packages 
order now, 862-2046 
FOOD SERVICE 
MU~ food service is 
now accepting applications 
for Fall Interns 
• 
.. 
• . , 
• • • 
• 
·• • • • • • .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.... ____________________________________ .............. ~ ...... .; .......................• 




QUITTING. IT COULD BE 
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE. 
Is Your Piggy Bank 
SHRINKING? 
Learn to reduce unnecessary expenses 
by becoming an informed consumer 
at the 
----------SENATE------~-
<cominued from page 1) 
good for others. 
"The point system is not the 
answer for everybody. -It is not 
a: panacea. It isn't magic," said 
Lock. 
assumed the position of director. 
She said the idea was imme-
diately dropped though, because 
Lock immediately assumed that 
it. would lose money. 
would have four point system 
areas (,Philbrook, Huddleston, 
Stillings, and the_ proposed 
snack bar), while a successful 
point system college such -as 
Boston College, has as many as 
17. Students can use their points 
in the school bakery to buy a 
cake, she said as an example of 
Ethier, who served· on the 
Dining Service committee for 
the student senate said the idea 
had come up before in Djning .-
Services, when Lock had just 
Ethier agreed there are prob-
le ms to be explored about the 
point system, such as the lack · 
uf avenues where students could 
use these points. She said UNH 
The bloomipg of the first crocuses announcing the arrival 
of Spring on camp~s! (Cindy Rich photo) 
· the many point outlets BC 
students enjoy:-· - · 
· . The network, to become ef-
fective at UNH, would have to --
branch out into the private 
district, she continued, where 
it might not meet approval with _ 
Durham store owners . . 
Another problem Ethier cited . 
is safety measures. She said that 
if uncooked food was made · 
available under the. UNH meal 
1 plan, it would encourage soi-
dents to use illegal heating . 
devices, such _as hot plates or 
toaster ovens, in the dorms. 
Discussion _of -the bill at the · 
senate meeti-ng was cut short · 
when President Ethier voted · 
to end discussion, claiming 
discussion was moving solely :: 
towards the amendment, rather 
than the idea of approving the , 
snack bar. This left a few 
senators angry because they 
were not able t@ air their views . . -
"The bill was passed because ' 
of all the hoopla about the point 
system," claimed Griffith. "The 
focus wasn't on the snack bar. 
It's overly hopeful to think that 
Residential Life will change ,;, 
their system when they are ' 
already making a profit off the 
students." 
. . . _________ _.....,.....,;...,. 
,.~...--.~...,.. ....... ...,,,. • .._... ....... ~.~-...r-e...,.....,..~..,,._..~...,........,. ........ _... ' . . ~--
! The StraffordHouse -- · · l 
~ - . ~ ' 
· ! -- •---•-- l· i . ' i 
l Accommodations j 
~ . 
i , ~ 
i ~ 
r \ l 
i ~ i . 
~ · Single and double occupancy rooms . ~ 
) - Electric heaf with individual thermostats ~ 
l Wall to wall carpeting ' · \ 
~ · All rooms completely furnished ~ 
c . Refrigerator, stove, and sink i:1 each room/ apartment 
l k ) · \ Telephone and television jac s · . ~ 
.NATIONAL CONSUMERS-WEEK 
WORKSHOPS 
i Parking available ( 
~ Laundromat ! 
i Lounge Area ~ l Year-round patio ! 
Monday~ April 21 
A representative from the New 
Hampshire Attorney General's 
Office wil.l discuss the NH Lemon 
Law concerning new vehicles and 
the NH Health Club Law regardi.1g 
legal contracts. 
2 :00 - 3 :00 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 22 
Travel Agent, Greg Aldridge, will 
provide insight into· purchasing 
vacation packages: "Read Be-
tween The Lines" for hidden 
expenses. 
7:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
Wednesday, April 23· 
Lawyer, Stephen White, UNH 
Legal Services, will speak on tenant 
rights and lancjlord 'responsibil-
ities. 
2:00 - 3:00 p.m. . •. . -
-~~@."""'_ 
Hillsborough Room, MUB 
Free Admission 
Sponsored by the 
Commuter/Transfer Center · 
! The Strafford House is located in the heart of i 
I Durham, NH with all the facilities . of the ! 
i Univ~rsity of New Hampshire within walking i ! distance. · · · ! I · Rental Office at j 
The l I ~---11 Strafford,House j 
868-2192 l 
i ~--.....,- 14 Strafford Ave. i i .H ~ 
p Durham, N. . r 
1 · Office hours f ! . . •... . . 9-4, M-F ! 
. ._....._..~....-.--~..,....,..~...,_;..,,~.,.........,,,..,,_,,,,,..~.~....,...~~..__.. ...... ~~.~-~ ................. ~...,...-t 
•. ·:• \•. ' ,. · ... 
·.- . T'HE. NEW HAl~~PSHrRi 1TUE'..SDAY~-APlH'L 22:, 9816 · 
~----.UNH 
THE . Entefprise 
Association 
JS HOSTING AN 
· ''ENTREPRENEUR'S 
.· CAREER NIGHT'' . 
Guests Include: 
John Weeks-Weeks Dairy Co. . 
Stuart· Shaines-Reta_il . Clothing· 
- Stores.-
Alison Curling.-Alison's Gourmet 
_ Food Store__ . 
Chris Beal-Resource Information 
Management 
~ put oM1, lww, ~ dirt ii) .. 
























• ' ♦ 
•• 
•• ·• • 
Monday April 28th-7:15 p.m. · 
'._ Elliot A1utntii Center 
.ALL MAJORS :WELCOME. _ .
. REFRESHMENTS . 
... 
*Sponsore1 py PFO. 
~ 
' . 
ot], ~ ·H ;,i ~ .kt ·~ -~ ,w~ . 
~ ~ ,w~ l0, tty),,,,,c-w. . 
o/'C¥,,, (/411 (Y),,~le e,/41,l.,,;;,.,e,,,e ~?-=• •~- . · · ·· 
. 1)0, o/'C¥ /4lw'1-111, , &0, /4(,0,1-,,& 1:l~ll. ,'!il.e 
ou,,wtl" ev~ ,w~ ~ ~'l ,w~ kt! 
. 1)0, ~ · ~ri · Mf €~ le, ~ 
(f--~~! . 
CALL 862-3554 and ask to listen to 
tape #402 "Self Assertiveness'' 
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.Editorial 
Striking at the roots of terrorism 
T he emotional domestic support given 
last Monday's attack against Libya has 
distracted the p·ublic''s att.entiori from a 
number of crucial questions ; concerning 
both the judiciousness of the bombing itself 
and the direction of President Reagan's 
Middle East policy in general. A more sober · 
inspection of last Monday's events reveals 
fundamental flaws ,ir:i both. 
As pointed out by severaL scholars of the 
Middle East, both in this country and 
overseas, the raid has not, and will not, 
achieve any of its stated objectives. It will 
neither deter terrorism nor will it help oust 
Moammar Khadafy. On the contrary, as 
we are already seeing, the raid has fueled 
the r~sentment that motivates the region's · 
numerous guerrilla groups in their terrorist 
activities. As for removing Khadafy, 
• certainly · there have been several plots to 
overthrow him, mostly inspii-:ed by his 
repressive policies at horn~ and a hostile 
foreign policy directed at neighboring Arab 
states. But the Arabs, both as individuals 
and nations, _have a practiced knack of 
pulling toget?er in th.e face of foreign 
. aggression. Th~refore, .far from isolating 
Khadafy from his people, or Libya from .~ 
its neighboring Arab nations, the raid has 
brought some of Khadafy' s leading Middle 
Eastern opponents, including Egypt and 
the Sudan, rallying to his side. It is nothing 
short of foqlish ,9ptimism to expect that 
any potential plotter would risk being seen 
to serve the interests of a Western super-
power by moving against Khadafy in the 
immediate ·fu"ture. · 
The dispatch of the bombers was, at most, 
the latest derI?onstratiou of this admin-
istration's apparent total lack of under-
standing of the Middle Eastern situation. 
It is reminiscent of the folly that sent the 
Navy to lob shdls into Shi'ite neighbor-
hoods inLebanon, at the beckoning of an 
unrepresentative minority Christian go-
vernment struggling to subdue Lebanon's 
largest single national group. Washington 
should not have been . surprised, therefore, 
when a few months later Shi'ite gunmen 
responded to America's peace-keeping 
efforts in Lebanon with the hijacking of 
a TWA airliner. The subsequent negoti-
ations to release the passengers led · to 
another blunder, when Reagan lost · a 
valuable opportunity for improved relations 
with Syria. · 
Washington was no more sensitive last 
year when, during preliminary talks be-
tween King Hussein of Jordan and PLO 
chief Yassir Arafat, the US made little effort 
either to recognize the Palestinian lead:., 
ership or encourage a more compromising 
position on the part of Isr:ael. Predictably, 
the talks foundered. Instead of .sponsoring 
progress towards a solution to the Middle 
East conflict, the US has . consistently 
appeared to the Arabs only to be determined 
in preserving the status quo. Whether it 
is through America's continued negle(:t 
of the ·Palestinian issue, her indirect funding 
of Israel's settlement of the West Bank, 
or a . direct ~ttack on an An1b ca pit.al, the 
Arabs' frustration can be understood. .. 
The strike against Libya has proved 
nothing except to remind the Arabs, a11:d. 
the world, of Reagan's preference for 
flaunting America's military power at the 
expense _of this country's potential as an 
influential peacemaker. Considering that 
. the limitations of a military option in the 
Middle East have already been made 
abundantly clear by the persistence of the 
Israeli-Arab conflict, it is unfortunate that 
Washington even seriously contemplated 
the attack on Libya. The mission to "strike 
at tlle rogf of terrorism" appears even more . 
pointless with the assertions by some 
Middle Eastern specialists that Syria and 
Iran are ~s equally res pon~ible as Libya for 
sponsoring the recent attacks in Europe. 
Does this mean the logic the administration 
used to explain the Libyan raid could be 
extended to justify an attack on Syria, · Iran 
and Lebanon? Of rnurse not. Even if Reagan 
was to consider such an operation logis-
tically feasible in his fight against terrorism, 
it is to be hoped that he is at least aware 
that the Soviet Union's 'cold-shouldering' 
of Khadafy last Monday would not likely 
be repeated in the case of an attack on other· 
Middle Eastern states. 
Sometimes there· is no alternative to . 
military action,. and sometimes people have 
to die. But the situation last Monday did 
not present one of those occasions. The 
extent of the conflict in the Middle East 
long ago lost the· simple 'tit for tat' logic 
that Reagan stubbornly preaches. If America 
really wishes to defeat terrorism, she must 
throw her tremendous resources into 
encouq.ging a solution to the problems 
that breed international violence. Simply 
injecting more violence into the region 
only makes things worse. Last week's 
reprisal raid, far from ·targeting terrorists, 
delivered another hefty blow to Amer_ica' s 
credibility among the nations. 
-Liby a 
To the Editor: 
ingly paranoid administration and 
· their natural right to travel where, 
and when they please. 
The evidence is insurmountable. 
To the Editor: 
With the invasion of Libya last 
week and last month the U.S. has 
again demonstrated how, in it's 
foreign policy, it is guided by racist 
ethnocentrism, wrapped in the 
secure mantle of machismo, and 
over his legal structure is that it 
does not conform to Anglo-Saxon 
notions of law and justice. Thus we 
people to be labelled insane p~o-
motes a climate in this country 
where violence is justified because 
we are right and they are inferior. 
There js something depressing 
about the vast amount of domestic 
.support the American bombing of 
Libya received. The realists out 
there in America are excited because 
we had to do something about Libya 
and have now done it. Exactly what 
we .have done is .n.ot clear; exactly 
what has . been achieved is already 
·all too obvious: there will be a lot 
of dead Americans soon, and prob-
ably quite a few dead Englishmen. 
Worse, though, is the way the 
U.S. has backed its citizens into a 
corner. E~ery school district in New 
Hampshire has now banned its 
schools from taking trips to Europe 
this summer. No doubt the same 
has been going on in the nther 49 
states. So all this si:rike against Libya 
has achieved is the forced exclusion 
of New Hampshire's school child-
ren from several important aspects 
of their education. Already paroch 0 
ial children will grow even more 
parochial, even more convinced that 
Europe does not count for much. 
And meanwhile I looked into 
flights home to Britain in the near 
future. "Lots of room on TWA," 
I was told, but, "nothing on British 
Airways(BA)." Now I am no genius, 
but it seems obvious there is more 
to the TWA vacancies tha-n a few 
striking cabin crew members. Once · 
BA is full to the rim, as it almost 
is now, people will be forced to 
choose between fears instilled in 
them by the actions of an increas-
Already there has been a killing of 
an American in Suaan, more will 
follow. I know Khartoum quite well, 
and I know that the Sudanese are 
some of the gentlest, kindest people 
in the world. If they too are 
expressing their hatred of Amer-
icans (and though it was undoub-
tably a Libyan hit squad that killed 
the diplomat, several key Sudanese 
leaders refused to condemn this .act) 
the U.S. is in serious trouble around 
the world. 
· In London, the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce no longer flies the Stars 
· and Stripes because it draws atten-
tion to them. The police asked them 
to refrain from such brazen pub-
licity. The U.S. Embassy in London 
is on a Phase Two alert for the first 
'time since 197 3. This means all 
American diplomatic personnel 
must report their whereabouts at 
all times, day and night. The U.S: 
is in retreat throughout the world. 
Government officials travel with 
levels of security utterly beyond the 
importance of their mission. 
And all this for a few dead women 
and children. The pragmatism of 
the raid is .in ·doubt; the morality , 
of it is not .. President Ronald 
Reagan has dragged himself down 
to the depths of Colonel Moamrhar 
Khadafy; that the American people 
seem prepared to follow him is the 
most depressing aspect of this 
whole stupid exercise. 
Chris Fauske 
· how these two combine to justify 
the "might makes right" attitude 
it operates on. · 
The U.S. in invading Libya re-
sorted tb blatant, djsgusting eth-
nocentrist racism. Violence to, and 
invasion of, Libya is justified be-
cause we are told Khadafy is a ''mad 
dog," insane, one of those Arabs 
who has no concept of rationality, 
or rational thought. We are told 
that he has respect only for the law 
of the jungle. 
· The first epithet makes Khadafy 
to be no better than an animal-, as 
dots the last . The secqnd may be 
true or it may be not. However, that 
in and of itself is no justification 
for doing violence to him. Also, this 
insanity epithet is of course relative 
to the Wester, Capitalist definition 
of sanity . No effort is made to 
understand Arabic society. The 
third epithet is truely disgusting 
as it is the most judgemental of 
them all. Rationality is defined by 
our own ,Capitalist, materialistic, 
sexist society, which, are taught is 
the epitome of rationality and 
individualistic hedonism. Any no-
tion of a social rationality that puts 
individuality on a secondary plane 
is rejected out of hand. The dis-
agreement we have with Khadafy 
. convince ourselves that Libya is an 
illegal state. Illegal of course defined 
on our terms. 
Our ethnocentric view that allows 
humans to be treated as ani~als, 
states to be viewed as illegal, and 
The U.S. is and always has been 
a society obsessed with being 
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University Forum 
Contradictions of ROTC · 
/ 
It is not my intention to make a hateful focus 
upon the ROTC cadets or personnel, but to call 
to question the costs of such training and scholarship 
practi_ces. In order to be brief, I have limited this 
article to its essential argument. My interest in 
the subje.ct started when I grew up in Ohio after 
the Kent State shootings and recently became focused 
after reading "A Revived Interest in the ROT-C,". 
ADVOCATE, April 3, 1986. My references to 
international law include the Geneva Convention 
and the Nuremburg Principles. 
advisors used to carry out attacks upon civilians 
living in the countryside. The US has even shelled 
the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front 
(FMLN) positions from warships stationed off 
the Pacific coast. Any service people or citizens · 
who serve our government and· are asked to support 
this policy must violate international law to obey 
Point 1. The nature of financial aid distribution 
discriminates against students and economically 
forces students to accept military programs and 
policies which conflict with their civilian duties. 
- Today college costs continue to escalate while 
state and federal financial aid availability _ decrease. 
Increased milita_ry spending and the need for military 
organizations to attract personnel has resulted in 
a recruitment program designed to attract college 
students by offering financial aid to those who join 
the military service. This results in di-scrimination 
against students who do not wish to serve militarily. 
· They mu; t either forego a college education because 
o-f a lack of funds or join the military anyway in 
' order to pay for school. 
I present three examples of the conflict of civilian 
interest resulting from military service and the 
policies of the US which violate international and 
domestic law. In El Salvador, the US supports daily 
indescriminate bombings of civilians . .The US 
suppor.ts the repressive Duarte regime with its 
affiliated death squad killing. The US supplies the 
gombs, planes: helicopters, bullets, uniforms, and 
Tears-from .a Stone 
their orders. , • 
The US ·currently deploys nuclear armaments 
which, if used, would be directed at civilian 
populations, devastate ecolo.gical life-maintaining 
natural systems, and cross international boundaries 
of neutral countries. All of these functions are against 
international ·1aw. Support of, or participation in 
these policies are crimes. . 
The US military develops and improperly stores 
nuclear and toxic · waste upon classified land sites 
unregulated by the E.P.A. The National Guard has 
protected corporate production of nuclear waste 
against citizen groups who attempt to shut such 
production down. ·Military policies require that 
their service people support these illegal armaments 
and harmful toxic waste production, and/ or to 
suppress citizens who would stop this armament 
and waste production. This results in a conflict 
betwen the military and civilian duties of these 
service people. 
~oint 2: In a university where people are taught 
to investigate and form their own understanding 
of life, the ROTC program represents training to 
a~cept unquestionable authori_ty. 
In context of US policy toward Central America, 
ROTC officers may be sent to lead other soldiers 
in killing Nicaraguans who claim the right of self-
BJ/ Patrick J. Sweeney 
Rc.:cc.:nrly I w,ts in Washington D.C. thousands and thousands of names that 
to visit close relatives who live in nearby -··we re engraved up the re. I could re-
Ar Ii ng ton, VA. While I was there \member the old .news tapes of men 
Having a good time and 'enjoying my " coming off of planes to greet their 
short holid'ay, I decided to take the time families after the "war" was over-
to visit the new monument for Vietnam these men on the walls were not in the 
veterans. I had read a lot about the arms of those women. I kept expecting 
rne,;1orial s.ince its conception, but I tp see m·y name etched in the marble, 
am very skeptical ,of anything that the or my father's or brother's ... 
media builds up with such tremendous ' 1?-S I was reading the names I glan~ed 
hype. J found it incredibly difficult to down into the trough. In front of one 
believe that a slab of rock in the ground section was a wilted red rose. Next to 
cou]d ,really cause such strong emotions. that was a small silver bracelet. I didn't 
The day that I had decided to go was pick it up. There were people just 
th~ most mis'erable of my stay. When standing there lo0king, staring as if 
I left the house it was about thirty-eight into space at one section, one name, 
d-egrees- and drizzly; the roads were the rain was soaking their hair and 
thick with a blanket of fog, seeping ' pouring down theit faces. I started to 
over from the Potomac River. Tiny w·alk toward the other wall that was 
tears were being swept aside by my perpendicular to the first one. There 
,windshield wipers. Surprisingly when was a wreath of carnations that were 
I arri\'.ed at the monument there were sitting in the rain . On it there was a 
many people there, even in the raw _ wish, blurred and runny from the rai'n, 
weather. I, stepped out of the car looking that -said "Happy 'thirty-fifth birthday, 
as if I had just received a death notice. Bobby . Love, Mom and Dad.'·' I won -
I was wearing a long black trench coat, dered how ·many parents went through 
Navy issue, buttoned up ' to the neck the same agony these two must be 
with my collar turned up to _ inhibit the feeling? How many wives? How many 
stinging bite of the wind. I took an old brothers and sisters? How many 
black umbrella, that had seen its share children? · . · 
of funerals out of the trynk to keep Further up the wall there was a 
myself dry. I th<?ught about the last middle aged woman rubbing her hand 
time I held this umbrella at a good over the name of one man, sobbing. 
friend's funeral just a few months The· water that was beading off the 
earlier. marble seemed as if all the dead soldiers 
I paused as I approached the mon- were crying with her. Her coat was 
ument. I was standing on the concrete damp with rain and her hair was 
sidewalk, looking at this immense black sopped. The tears rolling down -her 
marble sculpture, a marker of thousands cheeks dropped into a puddle on the 
of lives . My shoes had failed to keep ground and joined the thousands of 
out the wate·r as I scuffed along the other tears that had fallen there. 
ynyielding walkway and through the I walked up to the green where there 
puddles toward the monument. I knelt is an enormous copper sculpture of · 
down before the first section just to three soldiers as if coming home from 
read the names. I didn't expect the print combat. These were the men who were 
to be so small. Nor the walls to be so crying on that monument. 
big. Perhaps the tears that the media was 
There was a small trough in front' crying ov_er th is n;ionumen t were 
of the monument that I original ly genuine. 
thought was just there for no apparent 
reason. I conti.m1ed to walk down to 
the middle of this V shape that is carved 
into the ground. I was in awe at the 
Patnd j Sweeney is a freshman majoring 
1 
By.Doug Horvath 
determination. The US policy in El Salvador is 
already clear. Our officers and ·advisors direct the 
murdering of civili_ans \\'.ho support the refor/m 
movem~nt of the Democra_tic Revolutionary Front 
· (FDR) and FMLN organizations. 
The US government as a function of its discrim-
inating college financial aid practice is suppressing 
·us citizens who disagree.with it-s ~pol.ici~ch ... 
people are being denied college aid and therefore· 
the tra!ning to effectively speak out ~gainst illegal 
US policy. Other people who disagree with the policy 
but _accept military college aid are tra~aed in a 
rigorous program designed to make therri accept 
orders, accept the ideas of the military program 
and deny responsibility for their civilian duties. 
P0int 3. It is not -ethical to allow students at UNH 
to be trained to kill or lead the killing of international 
, students whq are fighting for social justice in the 
face of repressive internal or external forces. · 
:TJ;ie mistaken US.policy of aggression against 
~ te~~ag~a and the Salvadoran people is no.t enough 
JUSttf teatton to allow students of UNH to be trained 
to lead the killing of Nicaraguan students fighting 
contras or Salva·doran students fighting their 
repressive government. 
It is the duty of UNH stud,ents to examine the 
repressive US policies being passed off as National / 
Defense. We must hold our government accountable 
for these policies by_ ~enyingour campus as a training 
ground for the military. When the government 
and the military have demonstrated their corrected_ 
policies, I urge they be welcomed back onto campu·s. 
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·Arts ·· & ·. Features 
Rabid Ramones rock the Field House ' t • ' • _c, ' • ~ / 
By Ric Dube 
Nearly ninety minutes of 
insanity occurred last Sunday 
· night as the Ramones executed 
a perfect four-point landing in 
the UNH Fieldhouse. The New 
York quarte.t played numbers 
from their forthcoming Sire LP 
Animal Boy due out on May 17. 
With an updated set and all 
· new s rage show, th'e band 
·dropped aH they_had _onto the 
crowd below with their usual 
breakneck $peed . Playing to a 
small club-or alarge.ar<:na, their 
·· show demonstrates the same 
-ferocious intensity. 
Opening act Perfect Edge 
started off the show with a 
mediocre · performance that 
didn't come close to matching 
~he Ramone's tireless energy. 
The set was uneventful and 
blemished by members of Kap-
pa Sigma fraternity who roamed 
the audience threatening-those 
who weren't enfoying the show. 
The Ramones stormed the 
stage at precisely 9: 10 amidst 
the usual smoke and bright 
lights . A chord cue from Johnny 
Ramone and they explode~ into 
action. The number, a surfy, 
hardcore instrumental was not 
•the usual opener, "Durango 95," 
but a brand new song. 
While Johnny swung his Joey!_Ramone (right photo) and friend,s heated up the Field 
trademark Ventures model Mos- last Stfnday night (Ronit Larone photo). · 
rite, Joey Ramone kick_ed at his audid~n~e, this was to be a to? typic~l,-bm comescomplete 
tnike stand, Dee Dee Ramone show1ase for The Ram·0nes, and with their usual brand of lud-
dominated his bass like never rhey didn't disappoint. Old icrous simplistic.humor. 
-before, and Richie Ramone favorites included "Blitzkrieg Five · hundred fans had 
pounded his drums like a manic Bop," '.'Cretin Hop," 'The KKK sprinkled into the fieldhouse 
bowling ball drill. 'Took, My Baby Away," and to see the show, approximately 
Meanwhile, the crowd swung . "Pinhead:" Avid fans may have the number SCOPE, who'd put 
at, kic;ked, and pounded each been surphsed to hear "I Just on the show, was look_ing for. 
other. The slam dancing in the Wanna Have Something To "We're looking for a good door 
crowd was a brutal mix between Do," "Loudmouth," and "Go . crowd," said SCOPE president 
the amiably exciting and the Mental.'' Dan Markey, "all of the adver- · 
dangerously stupid. Common Of the five new s·ongs per- tising has been taken. care of. 
sense should tell a person that formed, "Animal Boy" seems The Ramones are always a lot 
'When he is going to be that close the most promising. Heading of fun." 
to others it's a good idea to wear into a more hardcore direction, Truer words were never spok-
clot hing, and not smoke ci- the drive here is at light speed, en. Together for eleven years · 
garettes. with all the serated edge appeal now, The Ramones are the 
Even though it seemed un- th€y can · muster. -"Crummy herald_ed originators of punk 
known to a large portion of the Stuff' is a fine song, if not a mite rock. The four youths, including 
original rummer ommy, 
came together to form a band 
and have a lot of fun. '-'It was 
almost an accident," says Johnny 
Ramone, "We tried 'to do other 
people's songs; 'Yummy Yum-
my Yummy' or sor,nething like 
WUNH-FM, excited after the 
biggest fund raising marathon 
in their history, was on hand 
to give away two complete 
Ramones album catalogs. · 
UNH's "Joseph-,,coming to the Johnson Theatre 
Melanie Hildebrandt (I.), Michael Tobin (tie); Jeffrey Hupfe·r (foregroun_d) and Peggy Ellis 
star in UNH Theatre's production _of "Joseph an·d the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat." 
(PCAC photo) ) 
By Tiffany Lewis include a calypso dance number, 
The houselights go down, the · a ~tylized country western ho-
curtain opens, and the excite- down, a Go-Go music number 
ment begins, as eyes and ears with the entire rnmpany, and 
are treated to a spectacle of an Egyptian Pharoah doing an 
singing, dancing ,. comedy, and Elvis Presley stint, complete · 
drama, 'Joseph and the Amaz- wi_tl]_ excitable Egyptian maid-
ing Technicolor Dreamcoat."- ens. 
May 1 through 10; the Uni- The music will be orchestrat-
versity of New Hampshire edbydrums,electricguitar,bass, 
Theater presents the Broadway and two keyboards, which in-
Musical, "Joseph and the Am- elude the use of a new synthes-
azing Technicolor Dreamcoat." izer provided by grants from 
The play, written by Tim Rice Gary O'Neil (a UNH alumnus), 
and Andrew Lloyd Webe·r, and the University's ,Undesig-
famous for "Cats," "Evita," and nated Gifts Committe.e. 
"Jesus Christ Superstar," is The choreographer for the 
based on the Old Testament show is Gay Nardone, the set-
story ofJoseph, who was sold ting is by senior theater major, 
into slavery by his brothers. Carroll Tolman, and the musical 
Although the play was originally directors are Scott Ellis and 
written as a choral exercise for Paula Jacobson. 
, English school students, its The· costumes, designed by 
1 purpose was to explore a variety Melenda Ponykal are of mod-
of musical styles such as calypso, ernized egyptian motif and are 
country and western, and rock abounding in bright colors and 
and roll. · sequins. · 
According to Director Carol The premise . of the play, 
Lucha-Burns, this musical tra- _ according to Lucha-Burns, is as .. 
dition is being carriecl ori in the 
UNH production, which will JOSEPH, page 18 
"-
\ 
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The NH Notables to sing in the ,Spring at UNH 
By Susan Mudgett 
Aft_er six years, The New 
Hampshire Notables are still 
going strong. This weekend, 
their performance - schedule 
takes them back to home base 
at-UNH for their annual spring 
. concert. 
J ust last weekend the Nota-
bles travelled to Fanueil Hall 
to take part in the Fanueil Hall 
Intercollegiate Songfest. They 
won over much of the audience 
with their '-' energy," as Dorin 
Sullivan, social chairperson for ; 
the Notables, put it. 
During one song called "Op-
erator," a jazz gospel tune, the 
Notables showed their musical , 
powers to the crowd, when 
Debbie Abberton did her ener-
getic solo. 
The songs ranged from jazz 
to rock_ to blues to barbershop. 
The Notables diversify their. 
arrangements with, solo and 
groups pieces. Colleen Sprague, 
assistant business manager of 
the group, says that their de-
voted listeners consider their 
theme song "Java Jive," a swing-
ing tune that gives each member 
their chance to shine, to be their 
best. 
Since their · otigin six y~ars 
ago the Notables have played 
coffeehouses, fraternities, sor-
orities, dorms, and both faculty 
The Notables will perform their. annual Spri_ng Sing this Sunday at the Paul Creat ive Arts 
Center . . (Notables photo) 
and alumni events, They enter-
tain at other colleges as part of 
a musical exchange program, 
so that the funding of such trips 
is not a problem. The Notables 
are also hir:ed by businesses to 
perform at private parties also. 
Sullivan says that they will 
perform for anyone who is 
interested. Last week they 
walked in and serenaded Jeff 
Ono re, director of Student _Ac-
tivities at the MUB. "It is lots 
of time and dedication," said 
Sullivan, "but it; s worth it 
because we have so much fun!" 
This group's 11 girls is not just 
a bunch of people singing to-
gether, it's a dose-knit famil'y 
of friends who do everything 
together. 
Their material comes from : 
other composers, but their 
arrangements come from their 
own personal vibrant style . 
Every_thing is sung a c:appella, 
with the mechanics of arran -
gements .- beirig done by the 
musical director Jean Teitz and 
business manager Rozi Flynn 
as well as by former Notables 
_ and friends of the group. 
The group needs to be rejuv-
inated each semester since many 
members graduate . This year 
an informational meeting for 
auditions will be held on Sunday 
April_ 27th at 7:30 in PCAC 
room 223, · 
Their biggest event of the 
year takes place this Saturday 
at 8 p.m. in Murkland 110 
auditorium. ''The Ring in the 
Spring Sing," as it is called will_ 
mark the fifth annual sponsored 
by this group. Many other vocal 
groups from neighboring col-
leges will be involved in this 
event. Bowdoin College, Wp-
liams College, a-nd Colby will 
be the other three representa-
tives at the Spring sing. 
Sullivan would. like to assure 
those prospective listeners that 
the Notables extend their prom-
ise of ''entertainment" to all.. 
Weekend Mini-Festpromises feasts and fun for all . 
By Gregg Goostray 
In the land depression below 
Williamson Hall, now easily 
accessible due to some brand 
new stairs, lies six diamonds in 
t~e rough more commonly re -
ferred to as the Minidorms. A 
h aven for art enthusiasts, en-
vironmentalists, athletes, and 
t he strong at heart, the Mi n i 
Dorms will put their collective 
efforts to the cause of pure fun. 
On April 26, the M1niDorms 
will host the Mini -Fest '86, a 
day long celebration of music, 
food, jest, and perhaps just a 
few surprises. With balloons, 
face painting, tie-dyed T -shirts 
done in the traditional manner 
of the Grateful Dead, and such 
oddities as the infamous Orange 
Pass- a ritual made famous in 
. Ft. Lauderdale and similar pl~ces 
of drink and dabaucher , this 
celebration should prove to be · 
a perfect reason to close your 
Business Stats book for :he 
afternoon. 
Even more captiv:ating will · 
be o f the iffnovative Water 
Balloon Pass-a sport that will 
separate the true masters of 
athleticism from the masses of 
pseudo-Orange Passing rejects. 
This event will invo lve the 
precision of a team of heart 
surgeons and the control of Joan · 
Collins. If you think you have 
these singular qualities, sign up 
with a friend. 
Along with the standard of 
Americana outdoor gatherings, 
the veterable three legged race, 
is a frisbee golf tournament that 
will bring out the Tom Watson 
in us all, with a strategic course 
set up in the inimatable fashion 
of Robert Trent Jones. 
By 'the way, there are prizes 
for the winners of all these 
events, and big ones at that. If 
you so happ~n; t:o be victorious_, 
it is quite likely that your name 
. shal-1 go down in MiniDorm 
history. 
-~ith live music provided by 
the Chesney /Magnusom duo, 
Perfect Edge, and Savoy Truffle, . 
a band made up of present and 
past inhabitants of Eaton 
House, the music should be 
enough to keep your ears occu-
pi-ed with some entertaining 
sounds from noon 'til four. 
With last years festival fresh 
in mind, this one seems to be 
bigger and better than ever. 
C' mon down and check things . 
out. 
Gregg Goostray pr_esently reside 
in haton House. 
JOSEPH 
---------------,"'"c-ontinued from page 17)- _ - . --------------
if a child between the ages of 
eight to ten came back from 
· Sunday school and went to sle~p 
that night and dreamed a dream 
of the biblical story of Joseph, · 
but in technicolor, and with a 
rock music soundtrack. 
She describes the play as 
"entertainment with a moral 
value,' -' and suggests that if 
someone has never seen a mus-
ical before, "Joseph" is a good 
one to see. She also stresses that 
it is a very ·good show for 
children. That is why, for the 
first time, the UNH theater is 
offering early evening (7 p.m.) 
and four daytime children's 
matinees. 
Since the play lasts only a 
little over an hour, it is excellent 
family entertainment. It is a fast 
paced rock opera, and a "very 
up, · warm weather type of 
show," which will get the au-
. · . f h f dience dancing and singing so he gmtarist for Perfect Edge, one o t e groups to per orm th t .. • · h" . - a you Just want to go w 1p-
at this weekend's Mini-Fest '86 (Ronit Larone photo). i ,Ping off in to the spr~ng night." 
Lucha-Burns' excitement for 
this play is evident as she 
describes that "man can over-
come tremendous obstacles as 
Joseph does." She explains that 
'Joseph deals_ with man's inhu-
manity tQ_ rna·n, but also dem-
onstrates that life's events can 
change for the bett~r. This is 
a play that . centers on the 
··process of establishing goals, 
and then pursuing th_eir fulfil~ 
lment." , 
Her excitement is equally 
showQ in the thirty-three people 
who make up the acting com-
pany for "Joseph and the Am-
azing Technicolor Dreamcoat." 
Says Lucha-Burns, they are the 
"most unique company of this 
size that I have ever had ... it's 
a ·unit, and ensemble, everyone 
helps each other, there's , no 
1 competition." -
Unlike the Broadway version 
of the show, this play will 
employ three, rather .than one 
narrator because Lucha-Burns 
finds this a lot more interesting 
vismdly. Another fantastic vis -
ual aspect of the show is its 
enormous set, rounded and 
colorful like a rainbow, with 
many levels and platforms. · 
Performances of 'Joseph and 
the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat" are May 1 and 11ay 
8 at 7 p.m.; and May 2,3,9, and 
10 at 8 p.m. Three of the four . 
daytime children's performan- . 
ces are sold out, but there are 
tickets, however, for a children's 
performance on May 2 a.t ·12 
noon. 
Ticket information and reser-
vat.io ns are available th·rough 
the UNH Ticket Office at (603) 
862 -2290, weekdays from 10 
a'.ni.- 4 p.m. Those who wish 
to attend .the May 9 or May 10 
per/ ormances) and support the 
fundrais'ing efforts of the Oyster 
River Educational Workshop 
should request tickets through 
Claire Mirenda at 868-5751, or , 
.LynnLittle at 868-2309. 
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Continued from p age 14 p eople with bombs and the seed discussion and a voice for iqeas on The MUB rarely has dances or 
of our beliefs .. With the forceable -iss ues that affect us as members movies on a Friday or Saturday 
macho. The W estward trek, slavery, invas(on ( entry) and intended o f the larger society-essentially night. The dances or movies in the 
and I walked around campus looking 
· for a party in order to meet people 
only to hear: "Come back in a-n hour 
q_r two," or "It's too packed-no 
one else allowed." That's frustra-
denial of wo men's suffrage, the imp r:egnat ion, the U.S . ha_s effec- political issues. · MU B are on Thursday and Sunday 
"Live Free or Die" mentality, and tively raped Libya . In the best The student senate, as the voice nights, when m a ny ·students are 
more, combine to create a pater- traditioA of violence and machismo for concerns of students at UNH, -studying or busy with other obi; 
naliatic society that takes threats .our country walks away from the has an obligation to" both the gations . Last Saturday nigr 
tion. 
to its masculinity very s~riously . scel)e of the abuse having never students and society as a whole to strolled through Devine· and h, 
O u r ' leaders qa ve the powe r to tried to J ind the cause or cure for examine i'ssues of political impor- pened to notice ab~mt five peop,.·· -
In con,clusion, l hope those who 
read this will write ih and express 
combat these threats and the the p roblem of terrorism, with utter ranee. Our role in South Africa is in the Niche Coffeehouse. I'm not 
- thdr fedings .-M eeti-ng---~ is---
half of the college exp€rience. Don't 
get me wrong. I hay_e met many 
people through tri'tinvolvement 
in various activities ,afligroups. 
However, what I am discussing here 
mindset to fee l threatened by the disreg a rp for the health of the a pertinent question for our gener_- questi·oning the good in'tent of 
slightest questioning of their dom- abused, and will be surprised, angry ation, an immediate cone.em of the Niche (alcoholic alternative), I'm 
inance. When our leade r s feel and th re.atened when the abused student body, and UNH, by being just stating the obvious. We stu-
- threatened they translate the threat refuses to a ccept ' the v iolence and in vested in companies that do dents want to go out and meet 
into a natio nal crisis. T o combat tries t0 rega in lost dignity. business with South Africa, is people. In regards to sporting 
threats to m asculin_ity viole nce and P aul W oodburne already taking a political stand. The events; they take place during the 
· is meeting people on a weekend. 
power are used. Our war material, ,,, student senate is the place for day. I know, .hockey games are ori-
ships, planes , bombs and the like, _ ._-D· ,;. Test1·tu·w-n serious political d iscussions . Don't weeke nd nights . Hinyever, these 
That is what's impossible for the 
few reasons mentioned above.· 
_become symbols ofand for male i ¥ 1 I.. ~ shy awayJrom an obligation as well games are boring because the crowd 
dominance. W ith these we are able To the Editor: as an opportunity to take on im- is Doring. Let me give a perfect 
, Paul Catena 
Grounds to force our will on a small, weak I'm hav ing difficulties accept ing portant politic.al issues. example .- The sco re: 4.-3, UNH 
country andJeave quickly w ith no . my student body government as an :lown. Time left:.abbut a minute To the Editor: · 
damage having been done to us. The "a-political" institution as it has Terri Slanetz and a half. The sc~'~e: studems 
The real motivation for this letter ego is restored, and white, male so chosen to consider itself for sitting in the-bleachers. In that type 
do'minance is reasse rted. Violence discu~sions on the issue of USNH Leite,.,. - of situation I don't hesitate to stand is an article in the April 15 issue 
is again justified, this time to sav.e divestment. It is absurd to label an I.. up and scream. However, I was of The New Hampshire , which 
· the ego, not due to racism. organization, (representatives, elec- To the Editor: made to look like a fool because I describes the improvements being 
The result of ethnocentrism and tions and all) whose sole purpose· , I would like to address some did just that. O_h, and let's, n~t forget made to the campus by the Grounds 
machismo is that might is~perceived is to give students a political voice comments made by Miss Ball in her intramural sports. They provide department. J was somewhat sur-
to make right. As the most powerful and power in the decisions that , - editorial of April 1 l.She disagret::d great we'ekend fun, right? Wrnng~ prised to see no ind ication that they 
nation in the world we feel the right ' affect students, as a non-political with Joel Otfinoski 's ideas about they run from Monday to Thursday. inte nd to correct the drainage 
to conquer all who disagree with institution! I'm afraid the problem the soci-a l life at UNH, claiming These are just a few examples. problem on the sidewalks. in front 
us. We feel that power gives .us the lies deeper than the · laf>el. What that numerous activities are avail- Miss Ball, believe me,, I am an oVHetzel and Fairchild halls. After 
right of conquest. No attempt need it really represents is a re_luctance able on campus. The problem with involved and busy person here. I every la-rge rainfall, the sidewalk 
be made to uncover, let alone so lve, on the part of the student senate these activities is that few people have many friends and know many becomes flooded and virtually 
- the root cause of terrorism . The (and largely the student body) to attend them. people in the same situation. The impassable. Pedest ~hi ns mu st 
first .response is always to crus h become involved in issues th a t While there may be numerous - plain and simple fact is: the studel'lt t:h00se between wading through 
it. All our leaders perceive is t}ut extend beyond our perceived iso- activities offered, they are not body is not inte rested in the few - the puddle or slogging throtigh the 
- f d h h mud on either side. Several weeks a bunch of sub-humans threaten lated UNH community. We are not conducive for meeting people, and weeke_nd activities o fere _, w ic 
their malenes'S and dare to stand an isolated ehtity. We, as individuals more importantly, many of the ate good for occupying time but not ago, I notified Residential Life d 
f l · d h UNH , · , f · f this drainage prob'Iem and was t<,id up to the most power u nation on an t e community as a events do not take place on Friday or meeting people anti havmg un. 
Earth. Thus we crush them . ~ hole\ are i:nembers and represen- •and Saturday nights. The examples It seems to me that UNH has that it would be brought up at "the 
The end resul r of the U.S. tative $ qf. Durham, New H amp, I cite here are the same that Mi'ss • evol ved into a _ social place for next meeting." Apparently wha-
d , h , h d s d h f tever committee involved hasn '. t min set is th a t we use ou r wa r s ire, t e Unite tares an most · Ball claims are so great. The MUB , groups: the crew parties, t e ra-
- · 1 d 1· · · ' I h Id u· · ,. · · II d either met, or doesn't consider t,his matena an surrogate mascu m 1ty 1mpon~m y, t e wot . 01vers1- is dead. A survey published in the tern1ty pa_rt1es, srna orm room 
to invade small, weak coun u ie-s, ties, as areas of intellectual con- April'4 New Hampshire shows that parties,. to name just a few. I'm not problem a~ important as the scenic 
I · 11 · k •' h u s ' · h -h. · II h d 1 f h bl · h 1· bl · im_ provementsthatarem,<)revisibk metap 1(>r1ca y sttc 10g t e · . . centratton, ave 1stor1ca y a on y I % o t e students surveyed arh mg t ese groups, m ammg 
- d · b · , j. ' 1 I u · · · f · h to potential freshmen. . , _ pen is into places it oes not elong, maior po 1t1Ca · roes. n1vers1t1es drin~ in the MUB PU B (61 % of the university o) .- separatrng _t . e 
to impregnat~ thes~ places and _ mu ~t cp' tinue to be a p lace for those su_rveyed were 2Land .ovet ). StJfe e ? t~:.?fv_eral -~~rpis. my/~i~nd_s Je~~-se; p_~t~('.~ 1 
COME JOIN THE NOSTALGIA 
PAR'-TY-
CELEBRATE THE 90THBIRTHDAY OF 
THE RAILROAD STATION WITH US .AT 
THE DAIRY BAR AN D COLLECT A SET 
OF CLASSIC OLD FA SHIONED ICE CREAM 
PARLOUR GLASSWARE. 
$1.39 
BUYS YOU -A .LARGE . 
SODA AND LETS 
YOU KEEP THE MUG 
A COLLECTOR'S 
CLASSIC. 
THE MUG THE PITCHER 
OR JUST BUY THIS 
BEAUTIFUL MUG ALONE 
YOU CAN BUY A 
MATCHING 72 OZ. 
PITCHER TO COMPLETE 
YOUR NOSTALGIC SET. 
FOR ONLY 99t 
THIS OFFER IS LIMITED W H ILE SUPPLIES LAST 
AL TRY OUR 
MON., APR. 21 CBICIEN FILETS 
W /CHIPS & PICKLES .. $1.95 
ffl., APR. 22 TURKEY CLUB SUD. 
W /CHIPS & PICKLES $1.95 
WED., APR. 23 MEATLOAF 
W / FRIES & SALAD $2.25 -
TBIB., APR. 24 LASAGNA W /SALAD 
1· GARLIC, BREAD $2.25 
FBI., APB. -25 HAMBURG BOMBS $U5 
DA IL Y_ SPECIALS 
MON., APR. 28 CRABMEAT QUICHE 
W/ SALAD $1.75 
TUE., APR. 29 REUBEN SANDWICH 
W / CHIPS & PICKLES $1.95 
WED., APR. 30 MEATBALL SUBS $1.95 
THUR., MAY I · HAM CLUB SANDWICH 
W/ CHIPS & PICKLES $1.95 
FRI. MAY 2 
STUFFED SHELLS 
W /GARLIC BREAD $2•25 
UNH DAIRY BAR 
Located in the train station 
across from the Field House 
.......................................................... : . . ' ·, ' . 
• • • • -• : • • • • • ■ 
■ • • • • • . ~ . • • • · ■ 
■ • • • . •-
:: INTERN1\TlONAL : 
• • • • 
~ FIESTA t 
• • : 11 AM TO 5 PM FRIDAY MAY 2 • 
~, IN FRONT OF SM.ITH HALL : 
• • 
: (lj ~ : • ~ · ~,s~~~~0 J~lt - • 
: 0 d ~\\.t~\)~ - lleGG Splll1 : 
: . ~ ~ ~~~ .-'le 8,1,._. 1' : 
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• - ■ 
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• UNH'·S SPECT ACL~_LAR CULTURAL EVENT : . -• • •• : ., 
■ SPONSORED B·Y : SMITH HALL INlERNATlvNAL c 'ENTER._ PFO, DEP"" T 0F RES . LIFE: : -




Student ·Art ,As~ociation 
.• Spring Show 
April 28 through May 1 Daily from 9 am to · c; pm 
. . 
. . -----------------------------------Granite State Room 
Memorial · Union Building 
University of New Hampshire 
Jurors :' 
Painter, James Aponovich 
Painter, Quint-Rose " 
-----------------------------------
You are cordial(1' inl'l'ted to the opening reception on 
MondaJJ, April 28 from 5 to 8 pm 
Au'ards 11'ill be p re,~ented at 6 pm 
Juniors,Seniors & Grads-.~ 
GM YOURSELF' 
SOME·-CREDIT ! 
. • Just bring a copy of 
.. your school 1.D. 
•✓No cosigner required 
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS! 
DATE: April 24th and.29th 
TIME: 24th,· 12 no.on, 29th, 
1:00 pm 
PLACE: Student Union 
.'C/TIBAN<O. 
A Uni//ersity S)mposium 
The Flliott Alumni Cen ter 
Di1rbam, Neu: Hampshire 
April 22, 79R6 
Schedule of Events 
H:_10 -' ,:1 -Welcome by Conference Cochairs 
Gordon Haalancl, President of the llniversitv of New ·Hampshire 
Stuart Palmer. Dean of the College of Liberal Ans . ,·, . ·· 
H:4 'i ., , 1. -'-G_oals of Education: Teaching 
Moderator: Allen B. .Linden. A~sociate Professor of Histon· 
Panelists: M·anley· rm,in, Professor ofEconomics' and .-~~ .: 
10:l'i .·\ .. \1.-Coffee 
Administration 
Barbara Cooper. A~sociate Professor of French 
Samuel Smith. Professor of Animal Science 
and Bi<x-hemistry 
10: .10 A •. 11. -Goals of Education: Scholarship 
Moderator: David Lean·. A%ociate Proressor of 
Psychology 
.Panelists: James Morrison. Professor of Chemistrv and 
. Associate Vice President for Researd, 
Jean Kennard. Professor of English 
Marc Hiller. A~sociate Professor of Health 
Administration and Planning 
1 :30 l'.\1.-0rganization and Curriculum 
Moderator: Paul Brockel man. Professor of Philosophy 
Speakers: Gordon Haaland, President of the Universi" ' 
3:00 l' .. ,1.-Coffee . 
of New Hampshire · 
Edwin Young. President Emeritus and Rennebohm 
Professor of Applied Economics. University of Wisconsin. 
_1:l'i l'\1.-Roundtable . 
Moderator: Richand Hersh. Vice President for Academic · 
.. . Affairs 
Participants: panelists. and speakers 
'i: Vi P\1.-Cl0sing Remarks 
'i:30 P\1-:-Req :ption Alf erc1it.1 will he held at 
ibe 1:/liu/ / /!u11111i Cc11/ c r 
The /l lfthlic ir crmli<1II)' in1 ·itui 
✓ . - ~~ 
(When is Dating Dangerou_s?}~ 
¾ . . ~ 
,,, . ------------- -------------------- - ---··, -. ---------_-., . 
• _I 
/ 
• When non-verbals -~re relied on instead of dJrect com'!lunication 
• When alcohol blurs messages 
. • When each person has unstated exp~ctations 
Th~ above can lead to forced sexual 
intercourse, known a s 
ACQUAINTANC E RAP E 
IIIIIII III IIII IIIIIII II IIIII IIIIIIII IIIIIJlll!f!,1~11111111111 11 111111 111111 1111 11111.IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIII_I 
===What Women Should Know ~~== 
· • Passivity and submi-ssiveness can create a climate fo r sexual 
aggression . 
•You have a right to express you feelings and should do so verbally · 
and not just n'on-verbally. · 
. s tereo types for women such as "Anger is unfeminine" or "Be 
poli te" may put you .in Jeopardy. · 
================== What Men Sh o u Id Kn ow=============== 
·•Whenever you use force to have sex , y9u are committing a 
crime called ra p_e even if you know the ·woman or if you've had 
sex wi th her before. · · 
cRa·pe is a c rime of viol-ence . It is motivated by the desi re to 
con trol and dominate, not by sex 
• It is never okay to force yourself on a ·1✓oman, e'1en if you think 
she's been teasing or "leading you on." 
A RAPE. CRISIS COUNSELOR IS AVAILABLE AT ALL HOURS-THROUGH UNIVERSITY DISPATCH . 
862-1212 . LEAVE YOUR FIRST NAME AND PHONE NUMBER. 
Replactt lost, Damaged, 
or Discolored Lenses at a 
Fraction of their Original 
Cost! 








* Tinte·d Lenses 
• Bausch & Lomb 
Nalt11~I Tints 
• Cibasoft Colors 
· s 6 3. 9 7 pair 
"htended Wear len111 
•AOSot1con 












· ·• Hyorocur've ' - '$75/pr .'¾ 
_IF Y0l)9.Bl:1.&-{D 1$_ ~.OT L.ISTEQ . 
. HERE . SEND A COPY OF YOUR 
PR=SCR·~'TIO_N AND WE WILL ·sv,0 WW69\IPIE r-------------, I 0 ••• ·---- - I 
I o .. , Oocll)f I 
I i,leu• send me• ·cop., ot mw 111e1t au,, I 
I ~:~1=~~':;.~1~::!c::~;;~, ::,•,~~i:or;:~~': 
I )O\J ve,.,, muth · 
I 
:---,.;;;_,;-; s,gn••L•o 
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IL -- -- -- ---- --·-
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All lenses guaranteed lint quality, and . 
are ,uppl1ed in lhe origin.JI lnlory 
sealed vials. 
FOLJ.OW THESE 5 EASY STEPS 
·1 · Ac.QUI le youi COrllplele COllldC I 1en:, 
. prE:sc11p1,on 
2 Comµ1e1e 1t1e order below 
·3 Mal\e c11eck . money order. or 
comp1e1e credil card 1nlormaion paya-
ble lo CLS. ,nc 
4 E:n(.lose name address & phone 
· number w11t1 order 
5 Mail a11 inlo11na1,on 10, 
Contact Lens Supply, Inc. 
30650 Carter Rd. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44139 . 
· 216/248-2417 
"Contact Lens Suppliers 
for 25 years." 
Please send __ . _ pairs at 
only _,_ ._ a pair. 
• Total for len1H 
• Shipping~& Handling __ Z._OO __ 
• Total 
I have enclosed tot~I 
payment in the f ollowlng 
manner: · 
_____  check __ money order . 
___ VISA ~-· MasterCard 
(Personal Checks musl be cleared 
prior.to shipmen!) 
a..-- -'------
• No single lens orders please. 
• We will keep oil p,cscriptions on file 
for reorders. 
• 90 • • ·of the lensH ordered Ort in our 
inventorr ond reody to be shipped in 
24 hours. 





HAVE YOO H.EARP iH f OLl7 
SAYING-, ''ALL 17RE55El7 UP 
ANl7 NO PLACE TO <:,O ''? 
© 1986 United Feature Syridicate:1nc. 
l180NJOUR.. MY NAME 15 tiGtJMc/ 
YOUR. ZOMBIE 5LAV8. YOU'll-F!Nt:J 
A Y&A!<.'5 5(JPPlY CF MY cavTl<Ol -
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HUMANITIES COURSES FOR FALL SEMESTER 1986 
I . . ' 
HUMANITIES 40 l 
Fir.st class meets W at 2.: 10 in James 303 
After first class meet otj: . · 
MW or TR 2: I0-\30 (dependin.g upon 





Theme: FATE AND FREEDOM 
Stud_en_ts c.hoos_e one ot.· f. our_ mod1:1les in I 
-each of three five -week penods. For 
derails see course description in 
Humaqities Program office, Murkland 19, 
oi: in Liberal Arts Advising Office. 
I 
HUMANITIES: THE ANCIENT WORLD 
~ Ap.p.reciatio n of literature, the arts, 
To Re Offered 
Fall '86 
Humanities 595 
Special Studies: ·M_usical Professor R. Alberto Casas . MWF 10:lQ-11:00, ,Murkland 201 
Tues. 11: 10-12:30, Murkland 205 
4·credits 
and philosGphy. Roots ·of Western 
Cjvi lization: Homer, Greek tragedy, 
Pl,ato, Aristotle, the Bible, Virgil. 
Visit to Boston museums. Tuesday lec-
ture series, with films and slides, is 
1 
lnstrurrents in Art and Socety 
HUMANITIES 595 
Professor· Mary Rasmussen 
TR 11: 10-12:50, PCAC M204 
4 credits · 
HUMANITIES 652 
Professor Warren Brown 
Professor Paul Wendt 
Professor Val Dusek 




open to the public. I 
SPECIAL STuoffs, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
IN ART AND SOCIETY 
An interdisciplinary course exploring 
the interaction of music: art, and 
technology in w~stern culture from 




HUMANITIES AND ECONOMICS: T H E MORALI 
IMPUCATIONS OF ECONOMIC LIFE . 
A ,. examiniation of morality ana economics 
fr m antiquity to m·odern society. 
Special attention will be payed to the 
moral'implications of commerce, exchange, 
profit, usury, etc. Authors covered 
inclusle Aristotle, Aquinas , Adam Smith, 
Ricardo, St. Simon, Marx, and Engels. 





Prof. Mary Rasrriussen, 
Music Dept. 
4 credits 
TR 1 -1 : ·o o -1 2 : 30 ' 
PCAC M204 
7 
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CLASSIFIED \ 
Apartments for Rent · l r• l 
, .. l 9 . ' . .. ·- ··· 
HOUSING 
_ Summer housing in Durham- 6-_peron 
,male /fe male house. 10 mi-n. wlak from -
campus partially furnished ,' washer / dryer. 
sundeck. $175 / mo./ person double room . 
Durham-Furnished singl'e room_s with bath $200 month single. utilites included. 868 -
HELP WANJED 
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early 
·for good summer painters . $5-7 / hour . 
Appr E) nticeship program ~we' II train you, 
· Coll ege Pro Painters- the. organized stu-
dents. 1 -800-346-4649 . -
. . . . . L 
FOR SALE· 
1973 J'oyotc;i i.Co~on c;1 qe.lu /(e. Good con-
diti on 4 door '.:beig e .. AM / FM radio, snow 
tire s. Very_ littie rust. $600 or best offer. 
Call 431-681 9 before 1 o pin 
PERSp NALS 
Lost : pair bla ck prescription Balle sun-
glasses near Huddleston Hall on April 3, 
· lffound please call P-aul a_t 868-6346 
Kawasaw_ki KH400 , Green, 1977, 3 cyl. 2 Have you been sexuall'y o'r verbally ha -available for female students only. Ay~ilable 1919 or 862-1165 for further information 
for 1986-87 academic year. Private en- '· ,. Summer Sublets Needed: 3 rooms avarlable 
Wanted Experienced LifeGuard - Swim - , stroke oil injection. l1n very_ go.ad condition. rassed either on campUs or off? Campus 
trance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $900 i•n new ly reno vated 8 bedroom house. 
Includes dishwasher and inground pool. 
On Ka ri -Van route in Dover . 200/month-
all utilities inclu.ded except electricity. Call 
868-5216. . . 
ming Instructor for private club in Fran - $450. Call .Dave at 659-28!39.: After,6 p,m · Voice Magazine is in t·he process of writing 
per semester, including utilities. Call 868-
.2217 after 4 pm 
conia . N.H . Must be certified - Mid June 1981 HoAda Silverwing Interstate 500 cc an article_ dealing with this issue . If you 
to Labor Day season. Housing available . full dress tourer AM/ FM cassette stere,o_ are willing to speak confidentially with an 
1 Room tor Summer : in 3 mom apt. 
(Newmarket) Potentia·1 for fall option for 
whole apt. Beautiful sunny, with large rooms 
and closets. Rent negotiable tor summer, 
$575 ( including heat) for fall. Pete 659-
25_21 days, or anyone 862-1534 evenings. 
Contact Chuck 664-2783 or SGB, PO Box $1600 or B.O. Alsq Motorcycle helmet New • · ~ditor:·plecl's.,,e·calT C'~ffherrne·at-'~7. ·_-· 
24, Littleton. N.H. 03561 Arthur Fulmer full face size small asking Anonymity, of course, is guaranteed. __ , · 
Looking for a Great Apartment? 4 bed-
room s. Huge living .room , porch, parking 
for 3 or 4, Right on K-Van route(Dover, Rt 
108 near New BK) 5 miles from campus. 
$760 / month (negotiable) Top 2 floors of 
~~~':1.Y. __ house Call Ed@ 742-5548 
Peopie to Laridscape. Start now part-time $60 Call 7 42-4945 or 862-3446. Are you outgoing , dyn_amjc~and success-
-Full time summer work in Durham Area . 1979 Jeep CJ 5 oversized tires, rear seat, oriented , freshmen, sophomore, or junior? 
Flex ib le hoL.irs for qual if ied peopl e. Pa y new shocks, starker ad top $2300 _ Also •The New Hampshire Busines.s_~d _Adver-
commensurate with previous employment 1972 CB 750 Honda motorcycle Good older tising Offic€ is seeking an adver:tising 
experience ca!l 659-5746 ask for Tom Bike$500 firm. ,. associate, assistant business manager Summer Sublet-for 2 people. Clean, cozy, 
apartment with large li ving room, furnished. 
· close to campus at Davis Courts. One room 
available . $385/mo. negotiable Contact 
Ann_, Lisa, or Liz at 868-9972. 
Fall rental with option for this summer or 
next. Only 3 yrs old. like new. cleari , sunny 
2BR / pers apt about 2 miles from campus 
in Lee . Carpeted fully furnished complete 
kit area full bath, LR with bay window. $460 
plus utilities. No pets. Non smokers pref. · 
lease and security deposit. Call Gale at 
659-5932 
Summer rental for the months of July and 
August. New Duplex Apt. 3BR. children 
possible . Clean , sunny, carpeted, bay 
window in LR. Compfete kit area. Full bath. 
full y furnished, abt 3 miles from campus 
in Lee. Pets neg, rent normally $675/ mo 
reduced to $500 for summer plus utilities, 
lease and security deposit. Call Gale-659-
5932 
.Two summer sublets needed . Females . 
RED Towers #4 , Large living room . 2 
bedrooms, _1 bath . For more information 
call Kim and Aileen' 868-1857 
Summer Sublet-3 people needed . Apart-
ment located at Davis Court. $135/month. 
Large liv ing room and kitchen an<:J fireplace' 
Parking available. 5 minute walk to campus 
Call 868-1543 ask tor Mary or Marybeth. 
Summer Sublet June / August beautifu l 3 
bedroom apt. in Dover on K- van route . 
Seniors and Undergraduates-Would you 
like to be financiall y independent upon 
graduation from this fine institute of higher 
!earning? Our summer work program offers 
underclassmen (and seniors too) a chance 
to save some really big bucks. (The average 
person who works in our program for-3 
summ ers saves $26,000 by graduation . 
For more information of a great summer 
job opportunity come to the Hanover Room 
in t_h e MUB Tues . April 22 at 5:00 or 7:30, 
3nd bring a pen and notebook. Please be 
prompt. 
-----






.. U .. ■=-=~-i[~• •.·:_] 
Call Traci or Micheile 868-3005 after 600 [ ~- -■ .. -• .. ••-
p.m. 
'----H_e_ip_w_a_n_'t_e_d_....,.~11 i 'l :~:::~~e Bunk Beds w,th 2 tw,n s,ze 
H.ELP WANTED 
$$$$CASH$$$$ Are you tired of beig broke 
Available fa.II 198_6-la rge private room. & during the school year? Why not come by 
complete board in faculty home, corner to hear about aJantastic summer job that 
lu x ury model mattresses . Exc ellent 
condition-only 7 months old. Value is $580 
YOUR COST $350 or best offer. Call Pam 
or Chris at 868-9979 
of Madbury and Edgewood, female non c0uld solve your financial difficulties. Get 197 4 volkswagon Bus, new clutch, needs 
smoker
1 
$600 per semester plus twelve ·some gr,.at business exprience, travel. engine work but runs. Asking $375 or B.O. 
JJ hours weekly of babysitting intelligent, four and save $3500 (average). For a job Call Mary at 749-6338 evenings. 
year old. Flexible schedule. ~iano available. description ~ome to the Hanover' Room 
Call 868-5669 for infor~ation _____ of the MUB 'at 5:00 or 7:30 tonight (that's 1980 .Toyota Corolla Deluxe Sedan, 5-
Summer rental for the months of July and April 22). ~iiQg a pen and notebo~. Please speed , 4-door, metallic brown, tan interior, 
. August: possibly maybe made available be pr_ompt; ·· ___ _ _ ,_,. _______ · - AM / FM sterro, a'll-season radials , snows 
t\:;~. ·"S00~er;.. 0flly'3;yr--,0101.·a-nd ,l,ik'e r:iew~ c lea - ,· .;;. Painf'e rs -~tJfui'in-e"r 'or ·year ·,:'S'und.1:5<p'e- ,, ·•0n rtms. ·new brakes , muff-ler , battery ;'l.':nO 
.. r. sunn y. 2BR/2pers apt ab-out 2 rn1 from rience urtne.cessary , bu l acrophobics ·rust , exce llent Mechanical and Phy·sical 
campus in Lee. Fully furnished , carpeted. should not apply. Must have own trans- condition, must be seen $2500 (617) 352.-
_Has a bay window LR. Full bath an i:J portatin to York. Maine .. Call Mike at _7_35_5_ e_ve_n_i_ng_s _ _______ _ _ 
complete kitchen a~ea. Summer rent (207)363-6274 _ RESUME: a fill-in-the-blanks form to write 
reduced to $400 / mo . Pets Aeg. 1 child 
possible . Non-smokers PREF. Lease and 
security deposit. Call Gale 659-5932 
Summer Sublet-4 people needed (prefer 
female) to sublet large 2 bedroom apart ~ 
ment with balcon y in Durham at Davis 
Court. $150 per month'. furnished, available 
June 1 ·through August. For information : 
call Lori 868-5461 
SUMMER HOUSING-c·entrafly located on 
campus in Durham. All rooms are furnished, 
have been recently renovated, and are 
availabale to both male and female stu-
dents. Rent is $20 / week/person for most 
rooms with all utilities included. Vacancjes 
are available in single , double, triple or 
quad _occupancy. Limitied parking is 
available. Please call for more info at 868-
9637 and ask for Dave 
4 bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bath. 
Centrally located in Dover. $640 pe~ month 
iflcludes heat, least required , no pets. Ca ll 
742-7908 between 7 and 9 p.m. 
Beautiful summer sublet in the heart of 
Dover. 3 bedrooms. kitchen. living room, 
dining room , full bath. Hard wood floors., 
newly rennovated Victorian duplex, off -
street parking-on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie 
or Chr.istine at 749-2_587 Very inexpensivel 
SUBLETTERS: Are you planning to spend 
a fun filled summer in Durham? Well it can 
be even more fun if you spend it with us. 
We have an adorable summer hom e 
available, complete with spacious rooms, 
2 car garage, and yes-even a front porch-
All for a VERY reasonable price. Please 
contact Dianna at 4227 or Jen at 4226 for 
more information. 
Summer Sublet: Anxiously looking for 
4persons to sublet house in Qurham (Davis 
Court) Rent $155 / mo. plus utilities (Ne-
gotiRhlell) Prefer nonsmokers. 3 bedrooms, 
furnished, sublet June-September. Please 
call 868-5350. Ask for Cheryl or Suzy. We'd 
love to hear from you. 
Female Roommate Needed for Summer-
Apartment in Durham-Single room Avail.-
able Call Kathy at 862-4142 for details 
Summer Sublet: May 25th to Aug. 5th. Three 
(possibly four) bedrooms, furnished, 2.2 
miles io UNH on _Kari-Van route , quiet & 
comfortable, $51 Olmo. Must see-call Kevin 
or Francoise at 742-7135. 
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer , yr. round . 
Europe, S.Amer.;Australia, Asia . All fields. 
$900-2000 mo.Sightseeing. Free info. Write 
IJC, PO Box 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA 
92625 . 
Syracuse paint and wallcovering inte-
rior / exterior painters and paper hangers 
needed .. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work 
in Portsmouth, Hampton and Rye Beach 
area. Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 431-
4669 
Full time carpenter, carpenter's helpers 
needed. Small contractor (Rochester area) 
seeks both. Will train. Benefits. References 
required. 332-5966. 
W a.n t e d: Dining Room Super vi -
sors / Cooks / Kitchen staff 21 + Experienced 
your own. Quick, private and cheap! Send 
$5 to SECRET ARY 13 Old Landing Road, 
Durham, NH 03824 
ACT NOWI DISKETTES 1 Bulk 5 - 1 /4" 
DS / DD . 49¢ each. Lots of 50 . these are 
not 2nds. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
No questions asked . Call MEL. 1-800-634-
3478, 9-9 EST M-F; 10-6 Sat. Offer expires 
5/15/86. 
1972 Volkswagon Bug. Good condition . 
Good-looking, reliable car. Rebuilt engine, 
electric blue, AM/FM Cass. Have fun under 
the sun-vrbom, vroom! $800 or 8.0. call 
-Jon at 868-9838 or 862-1490. Leave 
message. 
and enthusiastic-top brother/ sister camp '71 Datsun 51 o wagon, solid body (Oregon · 
in Poconos of PA. 6/24 to 8/20. Top salary car), rebuilt engine . runs well . owned by 
plus . Call collect (215)887-9700 or write auto mechanic, $600 or b.o. 659 a3254 
Barbara Black, 407 Benson East Jenkin- before 9:30. p.m, 
town , PA. 19Q46 - ----'-------- - ----
VW Scirroco 1980 5-speed, great condi-
ADOPTION > Childless couple seeking to tion,no rust, new exhaust sunroof, new tires. 
adopt; nurse / lawyer; wish to share our love Asking $3000, call John 862-4292 
with you r child; willing to meet w/ birth 
mother, counseling, attorney and all med- 80 Toyota Corolla Sport Coupe, 2-qoor 
ical expenses provided. Please call our hatchback, 5-speed standard, AM-FM four 
attorney , Michael R. Chamberlain, 622- speaker s·oNY cassette . Engine and body 
3734 well maintained. Must sell by semester 's 
end $3000 or best offer. Call 868-9899 . 
Educational Talent Search, an on-campus ask for Kim or Steph 
program helping di sadvantaged students -------'--- ------
with college plans, has a_ summer WORK FOR SALE -'- 1980 Manza GLC. Great 
Condition. For more information call Lisa STUDY position open. Job involves office 
responsibilities including contacting col- at 868-3458. Call NOW and don't miss this 
leges and students . 5 /2 6 / 86-7 / 31 / 86, once in a life time offerl!1 
Mon-Thurs. 8-4:30, $4.00 / hour. Contact 1976 OLDS Cutlass Wagon. Engine is 
Carolyn at 862-1562 excellent. Body has rust. $250 868 -5028 
Wanted - In exchange for room and board .:...(e_v_e_n_in..:::g_s:....)  _ ______ ___ _ 
for Fall '86, female student with experience Canoe, Two Oars , Fiberglass , Designed 
in dealing with handicapped people; to be for white water . Needs work . $150 868-
companion to 25 yr. old autistic girl. If_ _50_2_8 _____________ _ 
interested, please call 868-2863 , Convertible, 1980 Triumph TR? . 30th 
WANTED:Student (girl) to spend Saturdays anniversary edition, $3000 worth f doc-
(11 A.M . to 5 PM .) with older (25) autistic umented work in last 6 montbs, runs 
girl: $6.00 / hr; only those with experience exce llent. A fun classy car. $3400 or b.o. 
with handicapped need ,apply _c...,a_ll _4_30_-_9_2_78_. ____ ~ - ----
WANTED: 2 students to live and work f.ull Fr~e cassette tapel Hear the speech of 
time at the DAIRY BAR beginning 5 /2 1. Reverend A. Moltis on Protestantism. the 
Require some experience and a desire to Right wing and Roman:communist worked 
work with dairy cattle. Contact Paul at 862- · politics . Send stamped & addressed en-
1027. Also interested in students for next velope to: Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3646, 
fall. Manchester NH 03105 
1981 'Honda Accord 4, poor Se<;lan , 5- . 
speed. AMFM Cassette Recent exhaust, 
brak.es and major tune up. Well maintained 
silver with maroon interior. $2495 Call 659-
2731 
and a circulation manager for the _ 1986 / 87 
. year, These are rewarding and challenging 
positions not only personal satisfaction, 
but also impressive resume folder. Apply 
today in Room 108, MUB. 862-1323. 
Hall House Mini Dorm needs people for 
MOPED for sale 1971 'Pl:teti maxi black next year. If you are interested in living 
4,500 original miles $175 CAIi 659-3 144 in an unique dorm - come check us out. 
after 6:00 pm and ask for John Our theme is Outdoor Experience. If you 
For Sale: 20 191in color TV;s all servic·ed like to .go camping, hiking, canoeing, or 
and in excellent working condition. Motel any ·other outdoor activity we need and 
used. Save and pick one up now, $125 call want you to live in our dorm. Applications 
Joe or Wally 868-5867 accepted year round. Call _4426 for more 
1975 SAAB Excellent Condition. Only 500 information and ask for Noreen or any 
Ml on rebuilt engine. New cooling system ROSA member. 
and many other new parts. Restored body. Are you outgoing, dynamic and success-
$2400 862-3144 or 431-3211 oriented , freshmen , sophomore or junior? 
Honda Aero 80 Scooter-Great Summer The New Hampshire Business and Adv'er-
tising Office is seeking an advertising· fun-seats two, gets 90-100 mpg and goes 
42 mph on the average-950 miles. Let the associate, assis.tant business manager 
wind toussel your sunstreaked coiffur-e and a circulation manager for the 1986/87 
ahdtiave a blast getting to your destination- school year . These are rewarding and 
Asking $550 or best 911,er- CAIi 742-2569 challenging posistions offering not only 
Katie · personal. satisfaction. but also impressive 
resume folder. Apply today in Room 108, 
Guilo Acoustic 12-string-$3.75 call Bill MUB. 862-1323 
at 742-4945 or 862-3446 
Have you been sexually or verbally ha-
Guitar and Amp. Gibson Les Pc!ul Firebrand, rassed either on campus or off? Campus 
exce llent condition . 400 or best offer. Voice Magazine is in the process of writing 
Amped 100 W head with 2 x 12" speaker an article dealing with this issue_. If you 
enclosure. $300. Call Evenings 868-1901 are willing to speak condifentially with an 
_a_sk-'---fo~r_)D2/?'--·v_e_;_·_c-__ -_. _...,,."-'-" - '· --~ •--'·-· -~ -. eqitor, please C?i1 Cath.erine ?t7 4~-2587 
Padded , black motorcycle jacket. size 40: Anonymity; of course. is guaranteed . . 
$79 . -12 inch BTW Zenith TV $30 . Light- ADOPTION: Professional couple w.ishes 
weight Eure_ka backpacking tent, 2 person: to adopt, newborn to 12 months. We cari 
$89. Dover. 74_9-2732 after 6 pm. provide warin , loving home with rn~:iriy 
SERVICES opportunities . If pregnant and wish io 
SMALL JOBS DONE Student with truck , consider adoption, please contact us . 
can do moving, hauling, and rubbish Expenses paid . Confidential. Call collect 
removal. Reasonable rates and references (503) 432-8593 
availaole. Call Mal after qpm and before ATTENTION MUSICIANS1 The New Hamp-
9 am wk. days and anytime weekends. shire Notables are seeking new sopranos 
and altos for the '86-87 year. Come to an 
$10 -$360 Weekly / up mailing Circulars 1 informational meeting on Sunday,_April 
No quotas' Sincerely interested rush self- 27 at ?:30 in PCAC M-223 Or call Jean 862-
addressed envelope: Success, PO Box 4181 or Rozi 862-4224 for an audition 
470CEG, Woodstock, Ill. 60098 · appointment. 
I..____- - P_ersona_ls___,](IJ 
PERSONALS 
ATTENTION-Summer Jobs-We are now 
interviewing work study students for 
summer jobs at the UNH Dairy Bar. If you 
are going to be around campus this 
summer. and are eligible for work study 
(financial aid), you will enjoy working at 
the Dairy Bar. We have full and part-time 
openings. Hours and days can be arranged 
flexibly around your studies or even another 
job. We are looking for waitpersons, short-
order cooks, kitchen help, and cleaners. , 
No experience is required, we will train 
you. You can even star.t r.ight away, if your 
work-study eligibility will allow, and con-
tinue on next fall if you Wish . The dairy bar 
is a pleasant place to work-this summer 
could be a fun and profitable one for you. 
Check with the Financial Aid Office about 
your eligibility for summer work study, then 
come in for an interview. Apply in morning 
before 11 am , or in the afternoon after 2 
pm, to Dana Glennon, Manager. And if you 
have any questions, call us at 862-1006 
The Communication Association presents: 
TOM BERGERON from· WBZ-TV Ch . 4 
speaking on broadcast c_ommunication 
, in television and radio in the Senate-
Merrimack Room of the MUB Sunday April 
27 at 7 p.m.· 
Are you interested in advertising? Public 
relations? Communications? T~e Neu: 
Hampshire needs a dynamic and aggres-
sive advertising associate (leading to ad 
manager) for 1986-87 year. Applicants 
should be a freshman , sophomore or junior 
ne xt semester. Pick up applications in 
Room 108 MUS. 
COSOUAN suggests: The DAnacing Wu 
Li Masters by Gary Zukav; Order Out of 
Chaos by llya Prigogine; Changing Images 
of Man _Ed. by O.W. Markley; and The Self 
Organizing Universe by Erich Zastsch.· 
Reading these may facilitate growth of your 
personal philosophy and evolution to 
secular enlightenment. Comments , eva-
luations, queries to : COSOUAN PO Box 
61, Durham, NH 03824 
Bicycle Maintenance Course starting April 
24 6:30-7:30 p.m. Register at Durham Bike 
868-5634. 
C0me hear the beautiful harmonies of thE 
Williams Ephlats , The Colby Eight , thl 
Bowdoin Meddiebempsters and The New 
Hampshire Notables' Ring in the Spring 
Sing! on Saturday April 26 a 8 °p.m. , 
Murkland 110. Tickets $2 students and 
$3 General available at MUB Ticket Office. 
Hi Vickie K. - Have you achieved the ulimate 
sun burn yet?? Keep working on it, you 'll 
get there soon!! Although by the time you 
catch up with me it will be time to begin 
wearing sweaters ag-ainll 3 more weeks 
of classes .... Ge_t psyched. 
COLLEGEPRO PAINTERS: We hire early 
for good summer .. ,:p.ainters. $5- 7 / hour . 
Apprenticeship program-we 'll train you. 
College Pro Painters-the 9rganized stu-
dents, 1-800-346-4649. 
Communication Majors' You'r-e not going 
to get valuable experience by going to 
crowded communication classes. Take 
the initiative and become an advertising 
associate for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE. If 
you are a dynamic afld aggressive fresh-
man , sophomore or junior (86/87) pick 
up an application in Rm. 108, MUB 





DON.T MISS IT11 ! ONL Y-3 WEEKS until the 
biggest Juggling Event in New England. 
at the !JNH Field House. Saturday. May 
10 from 10 a.m . to 10 p.m. Mark ·your 
calendars now!!' To find out more. ·dr~p· 
by the Juggling Club. Wednesday nights 
in the MUB. 
WANTED: VW BUG IN GOOD CONDITION 
ANY YEAR. CALL JOHN 868°9739 ROOM 
The Accou.nting Students Association 
would like to invite you to attend Accounting 
Day. This is an ideal chance for you to listen 
to professionals it the accounting field. 
Come to Room 312 at WSBE on April 23 
from 12:30 to 2 pm fo find out what it's all 
about' --- ------ ----
AUD IT IONS for the New Hampshire Not-
ables ·86-87 season are here! All parts 
welcome. Interested females should come 
GRADU_ATION GIFT IDEAS! Images of a 
University: A Photographic History of the 
University of Ne.w Hampshire ... $25.00. Also, 
17-minute video cassette of UNH Histo-
ry .. . $10.00. Book available through: Th~ 
Cat's Closet. Barnes & Noble Bookstore. 
and book and tape available from University 
Communications (862-14_6_3..:...). ____ _ 
SCU~A for SPRING BREAK-Join WET 
FUN . the scuba storn/school in Ports-
211 to an informational meeting Sl,!nday. April mouth. for an exotic break this year. Our 
GR.ADUATION GIFT IDEAS' linages of a . 27,7:30 p.m. PCAC M-223 or call Jean 862- . trip includes airfare. resort. boat and 
. 4181 or Rozi 862-4224 unlimited diving. meals. transfers. ever-University: A Photographic History of the 1 
University of New Hampshire ... $25.00. Also. FLORIDA WINDSURFING $450 SPRING Ything. Call WET FUN today 430-8626 
17-minute video cassette of UNH
1 
Histo- BREAK-Join WET FUN. the sailboarding Do you like to sing and travel? Audition 
ry ... $10.00. Book available through: The store/schooUor an exciting break this for the New Hampshire Notables! lnfor-
Cat's Closet, Barnes & Noble Bookstore. year. Yo1:1 fly to Florida. we drive and trailor rnational Meeting on Sunday. April 27. 7:30 
and book and tape available from University your board! Includes airfare. accommo- pm PCAC Rm. M-223 or call Jean 862-4181 
Communications (862-1463). dations. and transfers or Rozi 862-4224 
AREA I-You guys are the sack' Get psyched 
for camp. Jock. 
Sr. Staff-I was impressed. good job. Here's 
to Nexus. LH 
Desperately seeking BARRY. I have to see 
Hey Big Ed-Scooter loves you. and to hell_ .. you. please let me know when. as soon 
wit~anybody else·s worries. as p~ss_i_bl_e_. ______ _ _______ _ 
Betty -U can pick yr nose; U can pick yr 
friends; U can pick yr toes; BUT U can't 
pick yr friends nose with yr toes. Hey Hey-
remember-don ·t shoplift' From your best 
friends-Annie, Tippy and Ed G. 
To the guy with the insane boxers-why stop 
the world when you·ve already got me 
melting? Being with you is "never second 
best." Pizza on the beach-interested? X,O 
Phosphene9 
Attention Jeffrey Sc;ott P.-lightweight in 
residence onYoung Drive. There 's a <::ertain 
squirt in your old residenc;:e who misses 
-~~-ll_~t'y much. VISIT. __ _ _ ___ _ 
Ken from PKT-it 's blook .drive time again. 
I lived through the last one-thank you-and 
1·11 try to bE:l braver this time. -See you Friday 
afternoon? Anne · 
S.O. Kenton-Don't lose touch and good 
luck-wherever! Little Lyena · 
An evening of a capella music' The New 
Hampshire Notables· 5th Annual Ring In 
the Spring Sing featuring the Williams 
Ephlats (coed), The Colby Eight (men 's 
octet). The Bowdoin Med.diebempsters 
(mens a capella) and UNH·s very own New 
Hampshire Notables (women's a capella) 
Sat. April 26. 8 pm. Murkland 110. $2 
student, $3 gener~I tickets available at 
the MUB ticket office. 
Living without you , t.ak~;, a lot of.ge.tting 
used to. You learn to live with ii. but I don't 
want to. Being without you is the hardest 
thing to take . they say it gets easier. but 
your a hard habit to break. 
Syracuse pai·nt ·and wallcovering inte -
rior I exterior painters and paper hangers 
needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work 
· in Portsmouth. Hampton and Rye Beach 
area. Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 431 -
4669 
>Contr9ceptive Services: Confidential . high-
quality care by trained and sensitive staff. 
Sliding fees for exams and supplies. Call 
for appointment. The Clinic Dover 7 49-
. 2346. Rochester 332-4249 
Screen Prin.ting & Embroidery T-Shirts. 
caps. jackets. buttons. signs, mugs. pencils. 
etc. Co_mpetitive whole_ sale prices. T -
~~IRTS PLUS-Fox Run Mall. 431 -4355 
. :···················~························•' • . =· • I . ■ • • AUDJTION FOR i *wo:rdAssocia.tion i · 
: (603) 669-2423 '·! ·--~---+h-i.~'ff"rrl-~~~~....1.1--.--1 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Word Processing • T.yping • Transcription • 
: · Durham, New Hampshire : : . . . . 
·••··········································~•· 
Informational Meeting on Sunday, April 27 
7:'.-1,0 p.m. P.C.A.C. rm. M-22.1 
or call Jear:i 862-4 181 
or 
Rozi 862- 4 22-1 
The best · w·ay to reach. 
10,000 people is t~rough the 
classifieds 
Beautiful Music- A capella harmony- The 
New Hampshire Notables presen·t the 5th 
Anuual Ring in the Spring Sing! For only 
$2 (student) you get the co-ed Williams 
Ephlats. the male Colby Eight. the male 
Bowdoin Meddi,et;>empsters. and the female 
· New Hampshire Notables' (only .50¢ per 
group!) Saturday April 26. 8 pm Murkiand 
110-Tickets are available at MUB Ticket 
Office 
- - ----
Attention all Communication majors' Those 
interested in becoming officers for the 
Communications Association. ELECTIONS 
will be held-. Tuesday. April 22 . 12':30 in 
PCAC room M213.· Be prepared to talk 
about yourself and why you want the 
position. See details in the ThCo Dept. CA 
Board 
DoN ·T MISS ITI Only 4 weeks until the · 
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW 
. ENGLAND at the UNH Field House, Sat-
urday May 1 0 trom 1 0am to 1 0pm. MARK . 
YOUR CALENDAR NOW' To find out more, 
·drop· by the Juggling Club. Wednesday 
Nights int he MUB 
Hello to Hall H·ouse 
Be a BARTENDER. Prepare for a good 
. summer job. Learn mixology. It's easy and 
fun our way. Call or write for Free Brochure. 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL. 84 Main 






Stephen J. Little M . ~d 
603-430-8881 
Specialized treatment of 
Eating Disorders 
. ,, 











- Personal -For Sale -Help Wanted -Services :....Housing 
~ Lost & Found - Rides - Travel - Var~ Sales -Sports 
· The New Hampshire 
RATES: $1.00 for 40 words per insertion 
Each additional run: $1 .00 
All ads MUST b~_prep_aid _ 
AMOUNT ENCLOSED: _____ To Run _ times 
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.• A $400 ALLQWANCE 
. ,. \ ·,_~:" toward the purchase tor: lease 
ofan eligibie new 19&'6 f:ord 
or Mercury Vehicle 1 ··· · 
• SPECIAL FINANCING 
i 
~ . \ 
through Ford.Motor Credit 
Company for purchases or. ·y 
t - . 
· Available To1 Graduates With A Bachelor's Degr~e, Advanced Degree · 
· . or To Nursing Graduates Wi·th ·A State RN License ... 
: ~ Received Between October 1. 1985,and September 30, 1986 
. THIS TEMPO ·SELECT. GL ~~~~· ■■ ■ .-- ' ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■ ,■ • 
■ ■ ■ 
~~~· ■ ■ •• . -== ■ ■ 
Es·cort L Hatchback 
2 DOOR 
• dual bodyside paint 
stripes 
• select L pack~ge 
• power steering 
• bright trim rings 
• wide vinyl bodyside 
molding 
• tinted glass 
• front & rear bumper 
..• rub strips 
• 9L 2V 14 engine 
• automatic transaxle 
• rear window defros-
1 ter 
• AM/ FM 4-speaker 
stereo radio 
FOR ONLY 
$ 1 _4 8. 8 8 




■ LIMITED TIME OFFER 
April _1, 1986-A~gust 31, 1986 
TEMPOGL 
2 DOOR 
• I.uxury sound pack- . 
age 
• bodyside moldings · 
• visor vanity mirrors 
• bumper rub strips 
• digital clock 
• warning chimes 
• interval wipers 
• dual electric remote 
mirrors 
.• power steering 
Convenience Group-
. • front center arm rest 
• premium sound sys-
tem 
• speed control 
• tilt steering room 
2.3L HSO EFI 14 en-
gine 
5-speed _manual tra·n-_ 
· sax le, · ~- -
. rear window .defroster 
Heavy duty battery 
FOR ONLY 
_$ 1 8 8. 8 8 
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-----------------CREW-----------------
Vails·, we were the team to beat." 
We will have to see if this 
comes true, but in the meantime, 
only the novice crew won its 
race. This race was unique, 
because Temple came in last 
place. · 
A reason for this is with, their 
recruiting, the best freshmen 
rowers are in the varsity pro-
gram. They had only one expe-
rienced rower on the no-
vice/freshman,·while UNH has 
three. · 
Allsopp said the UNH boat 
was more spirited and just out-
raced them. After beating GWU 
by 12 seconds, oarsman Warner 
Jones said, "I knew GWU was 
going to be the team to beat." 
"At the 1000-meter mark, I 
heard Craig Vogsburg (the 
coxswain) yell out 'open water' 
(meaning thef were ahead by_ 
more than a boat length) and 
I knew we were going to beat 
them," Jones added. - , 
Novice coach Keith Gilkey 
said he broke the heavyweight 
and lightweight boats up, by 
rowing only his eight best. He 
credited the win to a good start. 
The varsity, lights were the 
first boat to compete, and their 
race was the clos,est. They lost 
by l .'2 seconds-half a boat 
length. UNH gained "open 
water" on· GW quickly, but they 
fell behind Temple. 
At the 1000-meter mark, 
UNH . knew they had to stay 
with Temple. "UNH countered 
. and shot down Temple's 
i sprint," said coxswain Bob Luff. 
During this race, Temple also 
went illegally beyond their lane, 
but they still won by half a boat 
length. 
Allsopp credited Temple for 
their good sta_rt, saying UNH 
must get better starts, so they 
do not give away any advantage .. 
He concluded by saying, "In 
three weeks, when we return 
for the Dad Vails, we will be 
stronger and the course longer." 
---LAX-WOMEN----
(continued from page 28) 
rn . . 
"The play of d¢fenders Barb 
Marois and Mary Rogers was 
the key to oui;-_ offense," says 
Anderson. "_They started the 
offense a number of times by 
making .strong moves upfield 
and then making passes to the 
open players/' ,. 
to second place in career points 
with 144. Sarah Kittredge leads 
with 149. 
Before their showdown with 
Penn State the Wildcats must 
first tangle with Yale tomorrow 
in a 3 p.m. home game. 
(continuet'from page 27) 
This will be beneficial to UNH, solutions. One is separating the 
which consistently has strong rowers into two four-man boa.ts. 
finishes. "At that time, Temple The faster boat would then 
will not be a factor," Allsopp compete in th·e Dad Vails. 
says confidently. Another idea is to bring some 
UNH's JV heavyweight boat novices to the JV boat. 
finished 20 seconds behind Allsopp is very confident of 
winner Temple. Allsopp said · the varsity heavies. They had 
this boat was a frustrat.ion, a bad start and trailed by three-
. because "there are eight good fourths of a · boat after .500 
athletes and a coxswain who is; meters. They . kept this distance 
learning, but they are not hitting for 1000 more meters, but fell 
their stride." behind after Temple's strong 
To accomplish this, Allsopp ,· push. . . . _ . 
came up with two . possib_le For the finish, Teiriple's 
"' stroke rate ; WS 40.5, while 
UNH's was 
1
· 38. Thus UNH 
finished 14 seconds behind, but 
again Allsopp looked to the 
future. · 
''They are the crew to beat 
at the Dad Vails, but they won't 
get. faster; they do not have 
much room to go. We can raise 
our stroke rate to 40 and im-
prove our starts," Allsopp says. 
"We are the dad< horse, but 
we will shock Temple out of the 
hom:e course (at the Dad V ai-l_s), '.' 
con~luded Allsopp. 
With her two goal, two a,ss1st 
performance' against Brown, 
'Geromini jumped to second 
place on the all-time assist list 
with 56. Laurie Leary, '84, leads 
with 59. The junior also jumped 
Anderson has several areas 
she thinks the team needs to 
improve in. "We need better 
movement off the ball offen-
sively and better choices of 
passes," says Anderson. "Also 
we need more zone-
cohesiveness.:' 
The men's crew team had a strong finish, despite losing to Temple in Philadelphia. The 
Wildcats' record is 1-3.(Craig Vosburgh photo). 
THE RACE· OF THE YEAR 
~~· 
,~c 1986 ECCF 
SUNDAY, APRIL 27, 1986 
. HOSTED BY-:· UNIVERSITY OF~ HAMPSHIRE 
SPONSORED BY: ~ PEPSI .COLA 
STARTING LINE AT OYSTER RIVER HIGH SCHOOL 
9:45 A.M. Women's Race (35 miles) 
11 : 15 A.M. Men's "B'' R-ace (35 miles) 
1 : 15 · P.M. Men's 11 A" Race (65 miles) 
3 : 30 P. M • . Reception For Riders - ORHS Cafeteria 
3:45 P.M. Awards Presentation 
COME CHEER ON OUR UNH NATIONAL CHAMPIONS! 
' 
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· BasebalLteam drops three ·. to · strong Maine squad 
W ildcat catcher Rich Wilkins swings away. The baseball team lost three games to Maine.(Ronit 
Larone file photo). . · · 
By Paul Tolme 
The men's baseball team lost 
two close games and a blowout 
over th·e weekend to p ower-
house.of the North, Maine. 
The two Saturqay games were 
exciting for the underdog UNH 
men, as they lost by scores of 
2-0, and 8-7, proving they can 
play evenly with their scholar-
ship laden rivals from Oronb. · 
Sunday's garne was a 17-:-:6.~ 
laugher. · _ 
In Saturday's first game, 
~senior pitcher Jon Gilbert (2-
2) threw well, completing the 
gaine .and striking out four. But 
Gilbert got no help at the plate· 
from his whiffle bat toting 
teammates and subsequently 
· pitched only well enough to lose. 
Gilbert go~ in trouble iµ the 
controversial second inning. 
With one out, Gitbert walked 
a batter and fanned the next. 
The runner on first attempted 
to steal second and was called 
for the inning endi'ng out by the 
infield umpire. But after a 
conference with the homeplate 
ump, it was ruled the ball ha~ 
UNH women's track team takes fourth 
By Paul W olterbeek 
Strong pc,~formances in the 
weight events marked the Uni-
versity of New· Hampshire 
women's track squad's partic-· 
ipation in last Friday's Dart-
mouth Relays. UNH tackled 10 . 
events at the meet facing stiff 
competition from the U niver-
sities of Maine and Vermont and 
hose Dartmoutli 
800-meter with a 2:22.1 L Both 
times were strong and barely 
missed first place by 2.08 and 
2.06 seconds respectively; UNH 
runnef Christine Brahman set 
a perspnal record in this event 
with a: time of 5:24.7 
Andther distance runner with 
a ·- strci~g showing was Patti 
Martin :who ran the 3000-meter 
for a first place, a~ 10:Q6.69. She 
was joi\ned in the event by Sarah 
Garrett with a time of 10:46.0 
that was good enough to place. 
Jen Loiselle had a busy day; 
she_ competed in three separate 
events resulting in two second 
place finishes and a fourth. On~ 
second place came from her high 
jump ·of 5'4"; it barely mi~sed · 
Cathy -Golden's ,contribution 
from Vermont. Her other se-
cond place was in the 400-meter 
hurdles, wher~. ,she f inisheq in 
1 :07: 5. This was a personal 
_ record for her and also qualified 
her for the upcoming N~w 
Englarids in the event. She 
competed for the first time in 
the 110 hurdles arid took fourth 
place with a time of J TO. She 
qualified in this event, too. 
This weekend Patti Martin 
will compete· at UPenn in the 
3000-meter. She was the only 
one to qualify for this meet. 
Sunday the Wildcats will be at 
the F_itchburg Relays.r · Jennifer Shepley captured a first place in the hammer with 
a throw of 131'2.5". This was · 
a personal best and a school 
record for her and was over i O' 
_; better than her closest compet-
itor, Connie Mollison from 
Vermont. Also competing in the 
hammer was Karen W enmark 
who set a personal best with a 
throw of 108'6". This distance 
was but 1'.5'' away from placing 
in the meet. 
Men's crew second toTemple 
Wildcat Fay Waltman did not 
place in the discus but achieved 
a personal best. 
Sally Perkins ran for a second 
place in the 1500-meter run 
- with a time of 4:46.27. She 
garnered another second in th_e 
By Peter A.-katz March 26," says Allsopp. 
The UNH men's crew team "We are in great shape, but 
again lost a meet, this time to 'need to be in better rowing 
Temple'University in Philadel- shape. By the Dad Vails, on May 
phia, but according to coach 9 and 10, we will be hitting our _ 
Chris Allsopp they are in good stride after making up for the 
shape for the national cham- missed water time," Allsopp 
pionships on May 9. . says. 
"The entire team is making Although UNH · did beat 
progress; our ~acing has im- George Washington University, 
proved.--We were the last team . their losses to Temple in the 
on the water. Temple started· same race and to Northeastern 
February 3, while we started on and Boston University the wee-
kend before do not affect Al-
. lsopp, "We always train for the 
present races, but we have to 
look forward. We would be 
discouraged if we di~p't. We 
have an incentive to keep push-
ing." ·~ 
Allsopp looked back on pre-
vious seasons as examples. "In 
my two previous years, we had 
rocky starts, but b-y the Dad 
CREW, page 26 
. . . . r· 
Garron strong for men's track squad 
By Dan Bustard Rounding out the first place 
The UNH men's track tea_m finishers was Ed McCabe, with 
finished third at the Tri-State a first in · the shot put with 
- Classic Friday he ld at Dart- 51 '3.5 ". McCabe also finished 
mouth College. The host Dart- second in the hammer throw 
~ mouth squad won the meet with with 166', behind Dartmouth's . 
93 points, folio.wed by Maine Thomas Morrison, who threw 
(48), UN.}I (38), and Vermont 1'77'1.5", and third in the discus . 
(22) . with 151'4" . 
. Andre Garron paced the Wild- Jeremy King ran his first 
cats with two first places; in the . steeplechase of the year and 
100-meter and 200-meter fin ished-second with a time of 
dashes. This is a very goo9 9:44.5 behind Vermont's Todd · 
performance considering he .· Boonst.are, 9:30.10. Brian Gori 
1 could not compete in the last - also finished se~ond in the 400-
meet against Maine . due to a _ meter.intermediate hurdles with 
muscle pull in his chest. . · a t,ir:µe of 56.16. Freshman 
Scoring another first place Darrell Covell continued to 
was Tom Lichtman in the ja- show his promise by a third 
velin with a throw of 191'1''. place finish in the 400-meter 
Lichtman is having a fine sea- dash, a 49.9 second clocking, 
son, with an undefeated record behind Vincent Millard of Dart-
in three meets. mouth and Mike Norman of 
· deceptive at this point in the 
season. With the exception of 
Maine and Vermont, all the · 
teams UNH has competed 
l..,, 
against give some form of 
money to their athletes. The 
next meet is the Penn Relays 
April 25-26. 
been dropped at second base and 
the runner w.as safe. 
. A peeved UN H team was 
called ou t of the dugout and 
watched the next hitter rap an 
RB I single for the only ru n 
Maine needed. 
In the sixth, Maine layered 
two s ingles around a _Steve 
Larkin erro r in left field for a 
frosti ng ru n, and it was on to 
-game t WO,·c . .,. _,...~--~-:.~. _: · - ·::=___:. .· . --- C . 
In game two, Gilbert aga in • 
did himself proud, b,µt this time 
at the pl ate the'·senior first 
baseman/ pitcher (WUQ. wasn't 
,,allowed JO hit last seasori), hit 
two Halley's Comet-like homer-
uns. 
- Designated hitter Jon Hoad-
ley drew a base on balls in the 
first · inning, setting up Babe 
Gilbert's first homer, an oppo-
site field ·3 70-foot shot to left 
center. The Wildcats had their 
only lead of the weekend ... for 
half an inning. 
In the bottom of the first the 
Black Bears clubbed Wildcat 
_ starting pitcher Tom Charbono 
( 4 .: 3) for six runs, accounting 
for the brunt of the Maine runs. 
Maine added another run in 
the sec;:md, and the score re-
mained 7-2 until the fifth ... 
Wildcat Bob Schuler walkel' 
and Hoadley lined a single 
through the infield of his old 
team. Mike Shriner then added 
to his UNH all-time leading 
RBI total by singling Schuler 
home. 
Gilbert then stepped up and 
cleaned the bases with a tow-_ 
ering homerun that ml!l~t have 
left a smouldering crater where 
the ball landed, 400 feet away. 
The score stood at 7 -6. 
., The tea-ms swapped tuns, 
Maine's coming in on a sacrifice 
fly in the bottom of the fifth, · 
and UNH's on freshman Brad 
Grande's first career hit, a 
homerun. Saturday's second 
game ended quietly, 8-7. 
Charbono gave up 9 hits, 6 
walks, and took the loss in 4 2/ 3 
innings of work. On to Sunday. 
The Lord was not on UNH's 
side on Sunday, and Maine 
pounded out 22 hits, good for 
17 runs and a weekend sweep. 
Wildcat pitchers Rick Staba (5 
1/ 3 inµings, 6 runs), Joe Tiex-
eira (3 runs, no ours), Kevin 
Mello ( 1 / 3 inning, 4 runs), and 
Todd Hendrick (2 1/3 innings, 
4 runs) were continually bat-
tered; and the hitters' six runs 
off of six hits were inconsequen-
tial. 
UNH coach Ted Conner was 
not noticeably upset over th_e 
three losses. "We played a team 
whose overall personnel was , 
better than ours, and we did 1 
. okay," says Conner. ' 
"I felt good Friday," Lichtman Maine. Dave Weisser scored a 
said, "and I am -happy with my fourth in the shot put with 'a 
performance so far this season. throw of 44'4". The 4X100 
I am really looking forward to· meter relay team c;aptured third 
.. the big meets at the end of the place. 
; year." The team record, 1-6, is a. bit 
The men's track team finished third at Dartmouth on Friday, making its record 1-6 this 
season.(Ronit Laron~ file photo)~· 
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Sports 
UNH lax-women beat Brown and UMass 
By Steve Langevin 
' The lJNH women's lacrosse 
team took two important steps 
-toward earning a spot in the 
upcoming NCAA tournament ; 
with a wiri over arch -rival and 
sixth-ranked University of Mas-
sachusetts ( W-7) Saturday and 
Brown (12-6) Monday. 
The fourth-ranked Wildcafs 
now own an 8-2 record and could 
wrap up one of the six tourna-
ments with a victory at top.,._ 
ranked Penn State Saturday. 
Penn State's unbe.aten streak 
was brought to .a halt last week 
by Maryland, 11-6. DNH lost 
by one goal to Maryland earlier 
this season. 
. "Winning the UMass game 
is always a big win because of 
the rivalry," said UNH head 
coach Marjorie Anderson, "but 
this win was especially impor-
tant because it gives us the edge· 
over them in the rankings. With 
the end of the season closing 
in, the rankings make a differ-
ence in the selection process. 
To pull out the UMass game 
the Wildcats scored the last five 
goals of the ·gatne. The differ-
ence, according to Anderson, 
was tha t"' the offense began 
attacking the goal (shooting to 
score) and UNH goalie Cathy 
Narsiff (18 saves) played phen-
omenally. · · 
"Ca.thy played out of her 
head," says Anderson. ,"She kept 
us in the game until the offense 
got going. No , one we have 
played this season can believe 
that this is her first season of 
lacrosse.'' 
Playing against Brown, on a 
rain-drenched field, the Wildcat 
defense had its problems, ac:: 
cording to Anderson. '.'They 
threw an offense .at us w.e had 
never seen before. Our zone 
defense didn't re~~r w i,t very .. 
well." · 
Brown's Sue Cutler scored the 
Senior co-captain Barb Marois(l 7) had a goal and an assist in UNH's 12-6 victory over Br6wn yesterday. UNH ·1s ra~ked fourth 
nationally.(Ronit Larone file photo). · · 
first of her three first half goals kept Brown at a distan~e the rest tallied a goal and an assist in the receiving end of a pass from 
:33 into the game. The Wildcats of the way. the final three minutes. She set Marois, who had burst down the 
then took advantage of several · Katey Stone was a late sub- up Geromini from behind the center of the field, and put it 
free position$ to score the next stitute _for the Wildcats but net for a goal and then was or 
LAX-WOMEN, page 26 three goals. One goal each from 
Barb Marois, Anng Sherer and 
Pauline Collins. 
The Wildcats extended their 
5-3 halftime lead early in the 
Lax-men bag St. John's 20-9 
second half with a goal from · By Marla G. Smith 
Lynne Abbott, but Lauren The UNH men's lacrosse 
Becker. answered for Brown at team gained a third straight 
·,:44. _ victory when it beat St. John's 
Ul'SJH pushed the lead to five · in New York last Saturday, 20-
w ith goals by Suzie Haynes, 9. 
·Karen Gero~ini and Collins and "It was the best game we've 
played all year," said assistant 
coach Jim Urquhart. "We've 
won our last three games. We're 
on a roll," he said about the 
team's victories over Stony 
Brook, Boston College, and St. 
John's. 
The Wildcat record is now 5-
3. 
St. John's ·defeated Army 
earlier this season, 13-6, but was 
defeated by the. University of 
Massachusetts, 9-6. 
"They were a good tearn," .said 
Coach Urquhart. "But we gave . 
them a beating. Everything we 
did worked; our shot was great, 
and our defense hustled." 
The Wildcats led at the end 
of the first quarter, 5-1. Junior 
attack Barry Fra~er was the first 
to score for UNH :52 into the 
game. He led the Wildcats with 
a second goal. He was followed 
with goals by Tom Arrix, Bren-
dan O 'Brien and Mike McCaf-
frey . 
"We played with a lot more 
movement offensively, " said 
midfielder Tom Arrix. 
Arrix, whose birthday was 
Saturday, earned two goals and 
an assist. 
"It was the first time all 
season we played a game with 
intensity, _,not just one quarter," 
said Arrix. "It was an important 
game. We played well, and that 
was key for us."· 
close to the Wildcats in the 
second quarter. One goal from 
St. John's Tom Farell, and three 
consecutive goals by Glen. Fal-
cone changed the score to 9-5, 
Wildcats. 
. It was in the third quarter that 
UNH made an impressive 
seven-goal streak. The stunned 
St. John's team could only reply 
with one goal by Paul Snyder. 
The Wildcats wrapped up the 
game in the fm~rth quarte{ when 
single goals from Steve Thomas, 
Glen Hartou.rt and two goals 
from McCaHre-y outscored St. 
John's three goals. 
UNH . goalie Andy Soma 
made 13 saves, piling his season 
total to 88 Saves. · 
"Steve Fay did a· great job with 
the face offs apd ground balls. 
Andy Soma also had ;i good 
game. He's been playing wel.I 
all season," saHUrquhart. 
The Wildcats have outscored 
their opponents in the last three · 
games, 5 3~ 18. 
Fraser leads UNH in scoring 
with 21' goals. McCaffrey and 
Arrix follow with 14 goals each. 
The Wildcats stay home this 
weekend to host Yale at 2 pm 
Saturday. 
"Army is always good," said 
.Coach Urquhart. "We're going 
to have to win. The riext three 
games (Yale, Harvard and 
Army) are important to us and 
they· re going to be tough." 
) The men's lacrosse team beat St. John's 20-9 Saturday, for its third consecutive victory.(Marla G. 
Fraser started the second 
quarter with his thi,rd goal for 
the Wildcats. He was backed up 
with three more UNH goals 
from McCaffrey (2) and Tom 
Snow. 
UNH has a shot at the 
playbffs if they can keep their 
winning streak for the rest of 
the season, according to U rqu-
hart. 
Smith photo). _ St. John's attempted to s1:ay 
